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'' 
SEE EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW 
inside= 
CSA 
A Post-Amerikan photographer caught 
this expression of a Bloomington 
merchant's attitude toward the war. 
Upon further investigation we found 
that the building is owned by the 
City of Bloomington. Right on, 
brothers and!sisters at Cit Hall! 
The Post-Amerikan comes out every third 
friday, and is put together at the Post-
Amerikan office (naturally) which is at 
114! North St. in Normal, 452-9221. 
Policy of sortsa All material in this 
issue is the product of individu'als who 
arau~ and differ with each other, so no on~ article should be construed as re-
presenting th~ paper's line (we don't 
really have one,) 
Send all news articles, book and record 
reviews, how-to-do-it articles, informa-
tion, commentary, ANYTHING, to the of-
fice. This includes letters to the edi-
tor, which we welcome, even though·we 
don't have an editor. 
Subscriptions cost $2 for ten issues, 
$4 for twenty issues, etc. That's be~ 
cause it costs us twelve to sixteen 
cents to mail a copy. 
Classified ads are free and should be 
sent to the office. Regular advertis-
ing costs 36 bucks a page, 18 for a 
half, etc, Call 828-7026. 
Normal 
Apple Tree, 117 E. Beaufort 
The Caboose, 101 North St. 
Fritz Pretzels, 115 North St. 
Mother Murphy's, lllt North St. 
Budget Tapes and Records, lll E. Beaufort 
Caboose Records, 101 North St. 
Student Stores, 115 North St. 
Minstrel Record Parlor, 311 S, Main 
Omega Shop, 111 E. Beaufort 
Room 249, Stevenson Hall 
Partrid e Family Fun Center, 106 Beaufort 
KING RICHARD RAPS 
by Henry Kissing-her 
This is the first in a series of 
in-depth interviews with their highnes::;-
es.the royal gelatin King Richard and 
Queen Patricia, of the luxurious red, 
white, and blue apple pie upside down 
white palace in the heart of Brain-
washington, the kapital of lovely 
Amerika. King Richard was born once 
upon a time in a land that stretched 
from dead fish to oil-slicked sea, the 
only son of the holy ghost, Phantom of 
the Opera, and John Wayne. His mothers 
(he needed three because, let's face 
it, man, this cat was really HEAVY) were 
the former Virgin Mary, the Mona Lisa 
(Dickie was a wallflower during his 
early years), and Phyllis Diller (he 
came ·out of the styx,) 
Anyway, this dude lived with his 
First Broad and many peegs, who were 
sacred animals of the Law who also 
kept alive the dying features of a 
caste system. 
I was led by one of these porkers 
to the Glue Room (renamed by the Queen 
when the Blue wallpaper was peeling 
and she had to paste it on with Elmer's) 
where the happy couple were having a 
friendly chat over coffee. 
Unfortunately, Queen Patricia didn't 
sound too happy when I walked into their 
discussion. 
"If I hadn't married you, I would 
have been a celebrated star of the 
screen," she threw to her darling hus-
band, 
"With that bod?" King Richard re-
plied, applying all of his diplomatic 
charm to appease his appreciative 
spouse. "How ••• geez ••• woman, •• have you 
looked in the mirror lately?" 
"You should talk," Queen Pat retal-
iated, "You've got a nose that rivals 
the Sun Valley ski slope," 
"Oh, yeah?" the King began. 
"How would you like a.,." 
"Excuse me," I said, clearing my 
throat. There was no real reason for 
me to do this but since everyone clears 
their throat when they want attention, 
it seemed to be the customary thing to 
do, 
"Who are you?" the King wanted to 
know. 
"I am Henry Kissing-her, heap big 
·advisor, sour peacemaker, world traveler, 
male chauvinist, and up-and-at-em ace 
reporter for the world at large." 
"Oh." 
"You remember Henry, dear," the 
Queen put in. "He's the one who 
worked out your opium deal with 
Turkey." 
"That's right, Queen Patricia," I 
replied quickly, lest the King forget 
his loyal friends, 
She smiled in all of her domestic 
charm. "Pat to you, poopsie." 
"I'd like to ask you some questions, 
if you have a moment, your majesty." 
"Sure thing," came the royal res-
ponse. 
"What do you think of the integra-
tion difficulties?" 
"Ah, yeah ••• right. Well, we did 
have a chocolate mess for awhile. But 
that's all cleared up now," 
"What did you do?" 
"There's a boat leaving for Africa 
day after tomorrow." 
"I see. Do you think there is 
anything in this women's rights move-
ment?" 
"That is strictly up to our peeg 
The people take to the streets in 
Normal--more photos on pages 
Bloomington 
The Joint, 605i N. Main 
DA's Liquors, Oakland and Main 
Al's Book World, 111 W, Front 
Maple Grove Trading Co,, JlOi N. Main 
News Nook, 402i N. Main 
Book Hive, 103 W. Front 
Bottle Shop, 1201 E. Oakland 
Ga~ton's Barber Shop, 202! N. Center 
enforcement bureau," he replied. "See, 
punishment is always instituted for not 
paying fair taxes or for wanting equal 
bread crumbs for equal work. After all, 
women are not as big as men." 
Pat agreed, "I don't see why they 
burn their bras. They lose all their 
support, -and every woman knows that 
every sixteenth of an inch counts." She 
looked at me. "Would you like coffee, 
tea," and then with a quiet smile, 
" ••• or me?" 
"Now wait a minute," the Dick tuned 
in. "Let me make this perfectly clear, 
I am the MAN." 
"Could have fooled me," came the 
mutter from Pat. "After all, I should 
know about these things. I was a 
woman once." 
I looked at Pat. She couldn't have 
The two of us would like 
t1 tell you how neat It 
is relling POSTs! 
Make five c a copyl 
Meet Interesting folks! 
Call these num 
Harassment. Illegal Entry, Charged at ISO Dorm 3 
Authorities illegally entered sev-
eral rooms in Manchester Hall, accord-
ing to the following letter which 
appeared in the January 17 Vidette1 
Letter: 
Unexpected entry 
"iolation of rights 
BciiW: to use his pass key to enter the' 
At 1:00 a.m. on Jan. 10, we were · rooms. The students' whose rooms 
botb awakened by the eoustant were entered by Colee were not 
'lJIIUDdlul 011 our. door at 735 given sufficient time to answer the 
llaDc:bester. To oar •uprise and · door or to.give a verbal response, 
!dlaaDay, we were informed by the since most students are sleeping at 
Graduate Assl Area Mgr., Dave 2:00 a.m. Furthermore, Colee did 
Calee, tbat ·a floor meeting was not even identify himself. Ac-
llelng called Immediately. We were cording to our interpretation of the 
iulct tbat the jusUftcation behind ISU HaDdbook, this is illegal entry, 
Ibis floor meeting was due to the invasion cl our privacy, as well as 
fact · that firecrackers were disturbing tbl! peace by constantly 
lllegedly being thrown down the poun~ 011 the students' dOOI'p. 
ele\llltorsbaftbysomeonefrom7th We believe that the ad-
&oor Manchester. We were later ministrative staff as well as 
ID1d ·by Fred-Fc.iseca, Alist. Area students should have equal rights. 
lflr. tbat the reaSOII behind If the ISU HBndbook is wcrth the 
'cpestioaing7thfloorwas me to the ptper it's printed on, why do in-
fact tbat a few occupants were juStices and harassments of this 
awake at the time of the incident. na4Jre occur? Martin Luther King 
AI~ we do question their 011 April16, 1963, stated "Injustice 
'itlbt to wake .. at 2:00 a.m. fOI' a anywhere is a thniat to justice 
·floor meeting, our main coacern Is everywhere." We believe by not 
willa the protecti011 of the students' &peaking out 011 this incident; we 
, rllbts of privacy. Accordiul to the ~be giving the adminlsfratlve 
IBUStudaltHandboot, (Chapter 5, staff a "GREEN-LIGHT" for 
P.l• 51-D, "Room Entry- future opportunity to disregard our 
Slareh">; Dave Colee illegall)' rlgbts as students. 
etencl ~~everal rooms after Bob LoudermDk 
........... ..,tcaad a.._..,..... JifllveBerJer 
In response to this letter, we con-
tacted Bob Loudermilk and Steve Berger. 
We were soon speaking to several resid-
.ents of seventh floor Manchester, in-
cluding the floor President, Bob Margen-
tina. 
Settle Down, Boys 
Bob Margentina filled in some back-
ground on what happened Jan. 10 prior 
to the illegal entries. Some firecrack-
ers went off, and Dave Colee, Graduate 
Assistant Area Manager, told Bob, "Tell 
the boys to settle down." I asked Bob 
whether the floor president was expected 
to·fuifill a disciplinary role. Bob said 
no--he was merely an instrument of com-
munication between management and res-
idents. "I'm no buster," Bob said. 
Later, more firecrackers went off, 
· and Dave Colee gave Bob a warning 1 that 
if one more firecracker were exploded, 
there would be a floor meeting. After 
Bob was in-bed, Dave Colee banged on 
his door, shouting, "Get up. This is 
a floor meeting. Get the guys out." 
Bob went one way while Colee went another. 
Margentina saw one instance where 
Colee pounded on the door and then used 
a passkey to enter. 
We spoke with three residents of 
seventh floor Manchester, who report-
ed illegal entry. All three said they 
were in bed when they heard pounding. 
All three also said that they had no 
time to answer the door before Dave 
Colee entered their rooms. 
One resident said he knew of five 
separate rooms which Dave Colee ill-
egally entered that night around 2·AM. 
Dave Colee, Graduate A•sistant Area Man-
ager, who was accused of illegally en-
tering several dorm rooms. 
The floor meeting began quickly. 
So quickly, according to Margentina, 
that everybody had not yet arrived at 
the meeting. "He didn't give every-:-
one a chance to get there. His main 
goal was just to wake people up." 
Colee's Way With _Words 
The floor meeting was brief, too. 
It consisted of an eloquent speech 
given by Dave Colee 1 "I'm not the 
motherfucker that woke you up. It 
was the fucker throwing the fire-
crackers." Colee then walked to the 
elevator and "dashed off." That was 
the floor meeting, according to the 
residents we spoke with. 
After that incident, Steve Berger 
and Bob Loudermilk sent their letter to 
the Vidette. They also sent copies to 
President Berlo, to Dr. Turrell, direct-
or of residence housing, and to J~hn 
Prawlocki, area manager of Manchester-
Hewitt. 
Berlo replied to the letter, saying 
that he would have some people investi-
gate the matter. Prawlocki wrote too, 
asking for ~-appointment with Berger 
and Louderm1lk. They thought that there 
was_ no hur:r-y to_ make the appointment. 
Then the letter was printed ln i:;·he 
Vidette. 
"We didn't think it would be blown 
up so much," Steve said, "until thi<: 
morning when Prawlocki called and asked 
us down to his office." Steve and Bob 
went to Prawlocki's office, intending 
to stay only a minute, as they had to 
study for finals. "We're gonna get 
this straightened out~·" Prawlocki 
told them. 
Prawlocki was upset that Steve and 
Bob had sent copies of the let~er to 
Bef-lo, Turrell, and the Vidt~tte. Praw-
locki's superiors were making waves, and 
Prawlocki was getting rocked. His 
superiors were asking questions. Praw-
locki indicated that Steve and Bob should 
have complained to him, not to anyone 
higher. (Bob said he first went to 
Fred Fonseca; Asst. Area Manager, who 
said to forget it. Only those whose 
rooms were actually entered should 
complain, according to Fonseca.) 
Horses hit 
During the meeting with Prawlocki, 
the Area Manager asked Steve to identify 
who was doing the firecrackers. Steve 
said he didn't know. Prawlocki replied, 
"Horseshit you don't! Bob (referring 
to Margentina, the floor president) 
told me all about it." 
We asked Bob Margentina if he had 
told Prawlocki "all about it." He cate-
gorically denied giving any information 
about the firecrackers, either who lit 
them or who would know about them. 
· Bob said Prawlocki was using "the 
oldest trick in the book." The Man-
chester residents viewed it as a scare 
tactic, and they went on to describe 
other scare tactics and threats used 
against them. 
Once, Bob Margentina heard that 
the dorm authorities had singled him 
out. So Bob asked Fonseca, Assistant 
Area Manager., if it was true. "OK, 
Bob, I'm going to get you eventually. 
I'm goin~ to get you sooner or later." 
Bob quoted Fonseca. Fonseca did not 
say just what he was out to "get" Eo;, 
for. 
Knock Heads 
' Bob went on to tell about a floor 
meeting about damages, a meeting atten-
ded by' Colee, Fonseca, and Prawlocki. 
One of the three said, "you kids 
better straight:en up, or we're going 
to knock some heads together." Fon-
seca went on to say "There's certain 
individuals that I want out of this 
school. I'm going to get them out." 
Bob Loudermilk said the remainder 
of his conference with Prawlocki con-
sisted of vague threats and warnings. 
Bob felt that Prawlocki viewed the 
letters as a sort of personal attack, 
one which demanded reprisa1. "He 
like said 'we're gonna get you; we're 
going to keep an eye on y1()u now; you're 
going to fuck up, and we're going to 
get you,'" Bob told us. "That's the way 
he made it sound." 
These . residents of seventh floor 
~!anchester-llall raise the fist to 
symbolize t:heir resolution to re-
sist and struggle against all 
harassment and repression. 
The day Steve and Bob were called 
into Prawlocki's office was also the 
d"ay Ms. Boyer, Berlo 's assistant, called. 
She said she wanted to set up a meeting 
with the letter's authors, as well as 
Colee, Fonseca, Prawlocki, and Turrell. 
In Prawlocki 's' office that day, Steve 
and Bob were informed that they sould 
an~ Bob were informed that they should 
brlng to that meeting a typewritten 
letter of apology, because they were 
going to be proven wrong. 
No Comment 
To investigate the possibility 
that Bob and Steve might indeed be 
proven wrong, we went down to speak 
with Dave Colee. We thought Colee 
might have another version of the 
illegal entry charges against him. 
But Colee merely said that his re-
ports had been sent to the appropriate 
people. He said he had no comment. 
--tom parsley 
D.ISSIFID HAWKERS--bright, energetic, 
vivacious, pert, or effi-
cient. Sell this very paper 
you're holding in your hands 
right nowl Call 828-7026. 
Call it direct, but call it 
today! 
FREE NOTARY SERVICE and free license 
plate processing. Willy Berry, 
certified notary public. Call 
827-8494--day; 829-4137--nite; 
829-9583--message. 
For Sale: Truck. 1959 Internationall/2 
ton pickup. 1966 rebuilt engine and trans-
misslon. 3/4 ton rearend and springs. Contact 
Jay Waters, lower west apt. Abyss (206 W. 
lincoln, Normal.) 
FREE TOWING SERVICE. Call Willy Berry, 
827-8494--day, 829-4137--nite; 
829-9583--messap~. 
DS 
NEED HELP TO START SHOP: Anyone interes-
~inz:inting a s11all ahop with two or three 
others to sell paintings, handmade clothes, etc., 
please call Arlone at 828-6647 or stop by 204 
Stillwell. The rent is $75 plus utilities. 
The stare is 20' x 50', and previously sold 
imported items .. The community needs an outlet 
for original artwork and also a way for people 
to support themselves without submitting to the 
jobs this community offers hippies. 
llltiTAL .BLUES 
"Reri:t;d.Blue*".is a,co1wnnde<licated to 
1~4l.:ctt'!<la!l, botb,goocl and 'bad, 'but, we 
8VSPtQt, :mostly~ .. d. (we believe that 
powe~f't.t:l. ,~owe like .·landlords do not 
~a11ally have. tbtt''mos;t; equi:table deal.• 
irigs with suoh- relatively powerless 
groups as young people, blacks', and sin-
4 
gle women. · · ·· .. ::'.'': · .: ·' :::· 
.itR.ntal B,l.ues'' Wi.ll make public the pri-
. :v:ate 'transa9tion$ );le;tw~en landlords -and 
their '~man.ts.. A fair landlord will ' 
have' nC?,~~ing .to los.e from:. such public 
1 eX]>o~l.j~e. : B~t the t~$."t;, of public cri t-
.. icn:Sfl.;'ltlay fi)~Qe .an l:h'ltan landlord ·to 
ch!lmge)li,s prao:t,iee., • . . 
:: ~ . ', .. <f. '. --: .' 
"Rerita4, B.lu«ts~· o~ .serve, therefore, not 
·only as a consUlller guid.e for renters, 
but al•o as a step (a~itte<lly JSmall) 
tOvtatds'~ouritetba:la,ncing.a l~dlord's 
po\\oe~'.ovet bis' :tenair"s. · · 
,· 
,· . ' ' .. ·~· .. . - . \·;i"J. • :· Nancy Jo1;tles.toldus abol1t Wayne 
Bid41,:~·, 1-:rOm Whom she rente.~ last sum-
,utet~ '·Nf!,ficj' ct,aid Bi,ddle. o¥tns about five 
or silt'new·1;ownl\ouse apartments in west 
tf.o~1~. · ,Htti ·tvto·{be~room. apartment _ " 
rented•for $JOO a mtSnth, ~t rather than 
. leave h~l!l apartment . eli.Pty during the sum-
. \ ~if', • .,~ . ,.~4 .to Nanot and l')..er J"oQm~ 
:::: :Jtaa,'f':t::' ' · ""~iqe • ' ilu$ '\it·ilit.i4!s. i !.f'~~~J~!f~b:o~!~~=n~ribo,. 
;];,.; . ':<*rit'Iiii!tap,~· ~. sn•. said the wall!! ·-'We~e 
.\ .. {:~;·.~~~ , .. · . •/ .. ..,.,.,, . 
· · ) ·" : ·:waa ~-~lritg in.~ f,our guys ~.·~ .·• , · ~i;(\dl.e w~s. ~.e lpi.tig · .. 
:1 :place, and clear.o 
•*';.'· 
An out-of-town friend helped Nancy 
move in on SatU{'day, and he s.tayed for 
the weed-end~ During . the weekend 1 he got 
a job, and.began to look for a~place to 
· live in Normal. . On Monday, Biddle came 
·over and said, "I hope you know this 
place is only for two people." Biddle 
came over again the n,xt day and reit-
erated his warning--the apartment was 
only for Nancy and her roommate. 
\ 
,.,....., ·~ ,.. 
·111A"! I ··. . :_ 
- .... 
- . . ~. , \, 
'"''' ~ 
Biddle began to object to the hours 
~ancy and her roommate were keeping. 
"It's none of his busine~s, but he was 
really pryingi"-Nancy sald. Biddle told 
Nancy she was wrecking the rep~tation of 
his apartments. Nancy thought tpat the 
basis of Biddle's objections was her 
being female and going out and having 
males over. Nancy said Biddle gets 
along well with male tenants. 
One day Biddle rang the doorbell 
and immediately walked into Nancy's . 
apartment. Nancy said he didn't allow 
any time for·anyone to answer the door. 
Once Biddle came over and said he 
hadn't r~ceiv~d Nancy's utility bills. 
She said she'd received them, and Bi1dle 
was unhappy. He wanted the bills in his 
name and sent to his house--that way 
Nancy would put up the money, but Biddle 
would have the receipts in his own name. 
Nancy suspected that Biddle was trying 
to claim utility expenditures as a bus-
iness expense, even though he did not 
endure the expense. 
Nancy and her roommate each paid a 
·$50. security deposit on the apartment, 
but they had trouble reclaiming the , 
money,when they moved. Nancy said they 
kept calling and calling Biddle, but 
he didn't send the deposit. Finally, 
the two women went to Biddle's resi-
-dence. He gave them $25 each. 
Nancy couldn't understand why Bid-
dle was keeping $50. She said. they'd 
lived there less than three months and 
had caused no damages other than normal 
wear. But Biddle said_he ha~ to repaint 
the entire apartment. Biddle said he 
had painted theplace the day Nancy and 
her roommate moved in. Nancy denied 
that--she said. all he was doing that 
day was helping the former tenants move· 
·out. Biddle denied helping the guys 
move out. . Biddle said he had to re-
paint the apartment because there were 
marks all over the wails. Nancy de-
nied this too. 
But feeling powerless to recover 
their entire· deposit, the women gave up. 
They were glad to move out anyway. 
~:- -:..·," .. 
. - ;.~-.' .. : .. -_,· .... ,~~~------~~.---------------~----------------------~---rs ··:.·-. ~~.1.t;~;c';!;, • 
- . . ~~:' ):~- ~-~~~{:~' ·· Jl·-.J ... ·~ :- .:_,/::,..,,,;.:L:: _~.:':c'_~'·· .·' .·.:· .. ,: _ _. _ I '; h.;~:: { .+,hi:t(&. tziad >!ei:fiti•s :to you .from 
. women ·~onc~rn.i.t}g theix<dealin~s ,with 
. ,DrJ' Rudnicki.. · I first went to him ,be-
cadse,l:!lanned Parenthp.od-had..,recommended 
ni.n(,. ~ft.er'. I• .'est!'!!('\: }\Ofne '$-om. an aboption 
· by Zaspf~at!dh d.:n• N~ Yo~,. ·t starte'd to 
ha~e comphea:Ucm.s. . · · · 
. ;;,~, '·l henior'i'ageli and lost quite a 
bit .of blood. .'~hen I ~ri ·a discharge 
that. New York had warned· to be a sign. 
of infection. · My firet visH wi.th Dr •. 
;Ru~riickiyielded a p~~sc.ri.:ption. for anti-
bio:ti'cs to cur.b the ~nff;!Ct:).on. 
Each. suc~eP.di.ng week for 4 we.eks 
I was told.to come hack to the office 
to see if:. tt' nad cle.Ei.J:'ed up. On. the 
t.hlrd of. the.se visits he told me he had 
fol.nid cr1;1bS. 
After a moralizin~ lecture and 
lookint(" at them through the microscope, 
I. realhed . th~:l; ~ lrl'!st hay.e gotten them 
in .New York ot' prev1ous,,since"I had not 
cqme in. contact with any other possible 
· .sout'.oe. >\fhY hadn't tie noticed them on 
my f.tl's't .·tW(j,<visi-'tS'? So I had to come 
back to. see . .if"<the crabs were ¢one. 
• , . ; . ' ' ,, -· ..... ~" .4'10 '-
Orl the fourth week hA told me. 
· thet'e was nothing .r ~ot>uld do except . 
have a D.'a.J)dC. since this infection 
.. <'iO.iild soread thl.'o_ugh'my body'anrl: h~­
eom:e fatal. ·~ flalled it "a "gram 
neJr,ative" .. infttction. · 
, . ' . 
Onpe I got there I was so upset 
·that I called him and asked him to 
talk to me ·about the whole thing. He 
came and told me that I ~ould go on 
taki.ng three birth-control pills a 
day for a JIIOnth or so and· see what 
would happen.. . . 
I asked him how much the D. and 
C, would cost and if student insurance 
could cover it since 'tJle operation was . 
fo;r an infection. He said that insur-
ance would not cover it, because it was 
due to an abortion, duJ to pregnancy, 
and that he .would write that down on 
any .insurance paper;s. 
J{eal i.zing tha:t I did not have 
$6-7 hundrM, I elected to try to take 
3 bi.rth control pi 11 s a The side 
\ 
' 
effects, however, were just too much to 
cope with. 
So after about a week and a half 
I borrowed some money from friends and 
called Dr. Rudnicki. I had kept Planned 
Parenthood notified of my experiences, 
and they told me that Dr. Rudnicki had 
allowed a D. and c. to be paid. by in-
surance for another woman who had the 
same problem I·did. · 
I confronted Dr. Rudnicki to 
write. up my insuranc.e papers, but he 
told me how ethical he was and that he 
could not under any circumstances con-
ceal any information. So he got his $300 fee from me, and I had the D. and 
C. , and now I wi 11 never go back to him. 
Please withhold my name 
HAVE YOU SAID 
·.. . . H' told me t() ~take tbfee of the 
·.· birth ~orit.rd1 . p:i:Us he gave me and to 
~·~,c'~'1i'l''~''M:fll:''t1:tf!" ~fii'lft:•m:o!1't:i 1'\ft e · ""~" took the .. · · · " 
' three pi.lls and became nauseous an .. 
ed, :lrtd. he . s ·\:he hol':!'. 
• 
LATELY? 
/ 
(Ask Your Frie.nds) 
SPORTS 
INFILTRATED 
What does intercollegiate athletics have 
to do with pre-professional training? What 
does inter-collegiate athletics have to do with 
education? If you answered "everything" to 
question A and "nothing"' to question B, you 
will receive your A in the mail by Feb. 16. If 
If not, you are hereby notified that you 
have been recycled and, like a worn-out coke 
can, will be re-examined at a later date. If 
I were to add the word "should" to each ques-
tion, however, I hope that the answer would 
change. Although the MEN·•s basketball team, 
heaped in its mediocrity, still adheres to 
the questions as first stated, there is a 
team in this campus that doesn't. 
The Illinois State University Intercollegiate 
Basketball Team (whose members are women; I 
point this out for the sexist and ignorant mem-
bers of the community who cannot fathom talking 
about a basketball team which does not have 
Doug Collins on it) gives no scholarships, gets 
no publicity, is ridiculed by the community in 
which it exists, is oppressed by the powers 
which grant its existence, and attends the nat-
ional championships every year! 
Compared unfavorably to the Men's Glee Club 
and the Cor-Phees, they continue to play and 
play well. There are thirty-six members on the 
squad, which is divided into four teams. For 
the last four years, the "A" team has attended 
the National Championship play-offs, sponsored 
by the Association for Intercollegiate Athlet-
ics. I talked to two members of the squad to 
find out what being on the squad was like, and 
was amazed at the dedication of the players in 
light of the shit that was being crammed down 
their throats by both the student body and the 
Athletic Department. They told me that the 
hip, liberal ISU students view them as "jocks" 
and ;,dykes". The Athletic Department, still 
concerned more with its image than the people 
in its jurisdicition, has tried to overcome this 
this view by turning the team members into 
"prim little ladies". In their efforts to ac-
complish this, they hace ordered the team to 
"dress up" when travelling to away games - - -
With cold weather com~ng in, our hawkers 
are coming out on the streets less and 
less of~en. And we have so few hawkers 
anyway that lots of people seldom see 
one. 
And if you can't find a hawker, you've 
got to buy the Post in a store. And only 
a few stores, usually grouped in certain 
locations, will sell the paper. 
If you don't get to Bloomington's Mai~St. 
or Normal's North St., you probably won't 
find the Post. More and more fat cat re-
tail establishments are refusing to carry 
the Post. The one store at Eastland sel-
ling the paper has now stopped. 
Subscribe today! 
The Post-Amerikan is the l01~gest-surviving 
underground newspaper in the history of 
Bloomington-Normal. But to continue sur-
viving the paper 
needs your support! 
We're having to charge $7 for a 10-issue 
subscription, as it will cost us 12 to 16¢ 
postage on each copy. But, being a Post-
Amerikan reader, you know the paper is 
worth that much and morel 
Send your $2 and any donation you can af-
ford with the coupon below. 
no blue jeans, sweat-shirts, wind breakers, etc.; 
the team must wear dresses or pantsuits. When 
they decided to exhibit the team at a men's bas-
ketball game, the team members were ordered to 
wash and press their uniforms and set their 
hair. One member told me that their's was the 
least accepted sport for women because basket-
ball is so traditionally male oriented. How 
long are we going to ·let this shit continue? . 
The Athletic Department needs to wake up to the 
world of 1973! The basketball .team is not re-
sponsible for any "image". They need not do 
penance for the sexist attitudes of our unin-
formed and unconcerned student body! At one 
o'clock Feb. 3 at McCormick Gym, the ISU Inter-
collegiate team will play Indiana University in 
their toughest game of the season. Go to the 
game, watch a good team play, and make it clear 
to the ISU Athletic Department that we will not 
allow their sexist attitudes to continue! 
-~12~-£~~-£~~-2~~-2~-~bi~-22~~~2-!i~~~l----- 1 
fQ§!, 114! North St., Normal, Illinois, 
61761 
By God, I understand you're chargin' 
2 buck for 10 issues (each unique) and I'm 
full willin' to subscribe by mail! 
name 
street 
city state zip 
~apple 
&.::.1. tree 
stereo 
cent_er 
Women basketball team in the midst of practise 
says, "Right on, smash sexism!" 
The only correct way to compare speaker~ 
is to compare them at equal volumes. 
Speakers of different efficiency may 
sound better, only because they're 
louder. At Apple Tree we u~e a loud-
speaker comparator to compare speakers 
correctly. Come in and listen. 
I'd even like to donate $_. __ 117 Beaufort, Normal 
--------~-----------~------------------------
s 
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LIBERATIOI 
EWS 
THE BDVT. SAVES I 
WASHINGTON -- Nixon's Price Commission which 
was established to curb inflation has follow-
ed its own advice by building an $85,000 
meeting site which is complete with $35,000 
of slide projector equipment. 
WASHINGTON -- Sen. William Proxmire (D-Wis) 
charged that the appointment of Roy Ash, Lit-
ton Industries President, as head of the 
Office of Management and Budget was creating 
"a military-industry-executive complex" in the 
U.S. government. 
ATLANTA -- As part of the ever-continuing 
harassment of the Black Panther Party, 
Atlanta police raided an apartment used by 
the party for community survival programs and 
charged six men with possession of marijuana, 
contributing to the delinquency of a minor 
and occupying a dive. · 
HAVANA -- The escape of 67 political prisoners 
from Bolivia in November has confirmed 
earlier reports of the widespread use of tor-
ture by the CIA-backed Bolivian government 
of Col. Hugo Banzer Suares. 
A- 1-/0MOSEXUitt.-
VJOLENT- Rf-· 
gEutous- A L'o-
\-iOLlC- f3tJT-Now-
l/M- (UREO/ . 
NEW YORK -- The Nixon administration plans 
to initiate legislation that would revise the 
standards by which the ·Federal Communications 
Commission licenses television and radio 
stations. 
There are two points to the new standards: 
the broadcaster must show that he is attuned 
to the "needs" of his viewers" and he must 
show that he allowed discussion of contro-
versial issues. 
Nixon men would, of course, interpret the new 
standards. 
NEW YORK -- Although Public Television, a 
state-supported network, lacks money for war 
coverage, Watergate discussions and the 
sort because of budget cuts, PTV did come up 
with $70,000 to televise the President's 
Inaugural Concert. 
SERVICE 
Commie Documents File 
JESSUP, Md. -- Patuxent Institution 
is a cross between a prison and a 
mental institution. It takes 
prisoners considered mentally 
defective (but sane), persons who 
don't know right from wrong (but 
who are legally sane), and persons 
who have an emotional need to 
resist society. 
"If a man who is normal--mentally 
at least-- robs a bank, he is 
likely to get 10 to 20 years in 
prison. But if a psychopath 
steals a loaf of bread, he may get 
only 10 or 20 days in jail. And 
when he is released, he may kill 
the first person who crosses him. 
Instead of making punishment fit 
the crime, we (at Patuxent) will 
make it fit the personality of the 
offender," says Patuxent director. 
One man, who received a five-year 
sentence for robbery, has been at 
Patuxent for 15 years. 
n ixon-soeak 
are 
announce that the Justice 
broken the vicious network 
over TV programming. Stay tuned 
for an hour of martial music followed 
by a stirring two-hour discussion by 
the Secretary of Agriculture." 
TADAY1s 
SeMINA~ WILL 
Et- RoN BV 
THI1T WHL-
kNoWCI( $CAB ••• 
NEW YORK -- A group called Executive 
Enterprises, Inc., is selling seminars for 
business leaders with such titles as 
"How to Maintain Non-Union Status" and 
"How to Win at the Bargaining Table." 
Forget genocide ... 
let the state give YOU 
a lobotomy 
NEW YORK -- A group of 100 persons 
recently disrupted a meeting of 
the Assn. for Research in Nervous 
and Mental Diseases when Dr. Vernon 
Mark was scheduled to speak. 
Dr. Mark (Nixon's next Sec. of 
Justice??) advocates the use o.f 
lobotomy, among other things, to 
cure such illnesses as homosexuality, 
alcoholism, violence and rebellious-
ness. His research is funded by 
the u.s. government. 
NEW YORK -- During the recent renewed 
bombing of N. Viet Nam, talk show host 
Dick Cavett was unable to find ANYONE 
willing to appear on his show to support 
the bombing. 
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Thus, Cavett showed the impossibility of 
having what the Nixon administration terms 
necessay "balanced sicussion" on contro-
versial issues. Without a pro-borriliing speaker 
it would be impossible to discuss the bombing 
if new rules governing television stations 
are enacted (as desired by the Nixon clique.) 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. -- In another crackdown 
on the news media, a group of wealthy 
Nixon supporters, including the finance 
chairman of the Florida Committee to Re-
Elect the President and the owner of the 
Florida East Coast Railway, are challenging 
the license of Station WJXT. WJXT did 
stories detrimental to both men. 
pigs SPEAK 
with forked TONGUES 
MANILA -- Philippine president Ferdinand 
Marcos banned debate on the proposed new 
const1tution because debate was allowing 
enemies of the state to create "confusion 
and subversion." 
When Marcos postponed the plebiscite which 
would ratify or defeat the new consti-
tution, he characterized the delay as nec-
essary to give the people more time to 
discuss the document. Presumably, the 
people believed him the first time. 
NEW YUKK. -- AT&T is asking for rate hikes 
for many of its subsidiaries despite the 
fact that the corporation announced new highs 
in operating revenues and net income on 
Dec. 21. 
It seems the Bell System is just not rr·aking 
•-J,, 9. 5% return it regards necessary. 
EL PASO, Tex. -- Workers at Farah Man-
ufacturing Co., one of the largest makers of 
men's slacks and jeans, are striking to 
create a union. 
Among grievances are the usual take-home 
pay of $69 per week and the lack of 
written company policies. No worker 
has received retirement benefits from Farah 
in its 50 years of operation because Farah 
fires workers just before they retire 
so that they are ineligible for retirement. 
day care subverted 
NEW YORK -- Mother and day care workers are 
protesting a proposal to drastically mod-
ify the city's day care rate schedule. The 
change would make costs prohibitively high 
for low income mothers and eliminate the 
use of the centers by low-middle and middle 
income mothers alto ether. 
LOS ANGELES -- Carol Downer was found not 
guilty of practicing medicine without a 
license in connection with her work at the 
L.A. Feminist Women's Health Center. 
She was charged for examining the cervix of 
a women and telling her she had a common yeast 
infection that could be treated by an appli-
cation of yogurt. 
NEW YORK -- Although diethyl stibestrol, a 
female hormone formerly used to fatten 
cattle was banned from use in animal feeds 
because it was found carcinogenic (cancer-
inducing), it is still being used in massive 
doses as the Morning-After-Pill to prevent 
pregnancy. 
Where, then, do women rank? 
SAN FRANCISCO -- Some places are still un-
touched. 
San Francisco is refusing the McDonald 
(hamburger) Corp. permits to establish 
its chain in the city because the company 
refuses to pay a union wage. 
WASHINGTON -- Columnist Jack Anderson reports 
that of 2900 police brutality cases referred 
to the Justice Dept by the FBI over the last 
year only 86 made it to the courts. Less than 
six cops were actually convicted. 
ALBANY, N.Y.-- Gov. Nelson Rockefeller 
proposed in his State of the State speech 
that persons convicted of selling hard drugs 
and addicts who commit violent crimes urider 
the influence of drugs receive mandatory, non-
negotiable, non-parolable life prison sen-
tences. 
Rockefeller called LSD, hashish and "other 
dangerous drugs" as ·hard drugs. 
NEW YORK -- Gulf Oil is moving on to 
campuses to "give" students low-paying 
jobs. In return Gulf gets a large vir-
tually-captive market by charging lower 
rates than nearby gas stations. 
how would he know? 
NEW YORK -- A 71-year-old psychiatrist named 
Max Levin testified in a recent obsenity case 
as an expert on "the nature of female 
sexuality" and how a particular film obscured 
that nature. 
"I think vaginal orgasm is superior to the 
clitoral," he testified. 
NEW YORK -- The Department of Agriculture 
recently discovered what it termed as 
unacceptable quantities of DDT and TDE, 
a pesticide, in 6 per cent of all American 
grown tobacco. 
NEW YORK -- Eleven corrections officers 
have been suspended without pay as a re-
sult of a suit by inmate of the Queens 
House of Detention Rlleging the guards 
used undue violence in a 1970 prison riot. 
YORK, Pa. -- Si~ persons were arrested 
Dec. 17 after they were allegedly seen 
trying to sabetage railroad tracks at the 
American Machine and Foundry factory, 
which produces over half the casing for the 
500-pound MK82 general purpose bomb. 
TOKYO -- Japanese citizens have declared a 
boycott of the Sony Cor.p. as a sign of 
their disapproval of Sony's and Japan's in-
vovlement in the Southeast Asian war. Sony 
manufactures parts for the smart bomb guid-
ance systems. 
iliE 
NEW YORK -- Jack Lynch, Prime Minister 
of the Republic of Ireland, is in the U.S. 
to encourage U.S. industry to relocate in 
Ireland as a method of curing that 
country's economic woes. 
One by-product of Lynch's plan is his 
recent crackdown on Irish Republican 
Army activities as a stop to U.S. and 
British government policy. 
from The Guardian: 
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A federal law denying financial aid to 
"disruptive" college students has been 
declared unconstitutional. The loan 
cut -off law was a Nixon administration 
measure taken to curb student activism, 
but was knocked down when a federal 
court ruled that a University of 
Illinois student could not be denied 
a loan because of her arrest in an 
anti-war demonstration. 
365 professors of public law have signed 
a petition to abolish the House Internal 
Security Committee. The petition • s .... 
sponsors charge that HSIC's main activ 
activity is the "creation and mainten-
ance of extensive system of files con-
taining data on hundreds of thousands 
of Americans." 
The entire staff of Philadelphia radio 
station WIFI have walked off their jobs 
to protest the station management's 
racist and sexist treatment of employees. 
The Justice Department has announced 
it will drop charges against five of 
the Chicago 8 whose convictions were 
recently reversed on appeal. The 
government said it would be too expen-
sive to have a retrial. They all still 
face retrials for contempt charges. 
Enrollment in college ROTC courses has 
d'eclined to a six year low. 1966 en-
rollment was 264,000, but steadily 
declined as the anti-war movement gained 
forced. Present enrollment is 72,5000, 
even though more schools are offering 
ROTC. 
A Navajo Indian won acquittal of draft 
evasion charges on grounds that his 
"heritage" would not allow him to serve 
in the u.s. armed services. The federal judge agreed that since the Indian's 
grandfather was wrongfully killed by the 
u.s. cavalry, he could not be reasonably 
expected to be loyal to the u.s. Army. 
The equal employment provisions of the 
Civil Rights Act require employers to 
give men paternity leave in the same 
way they grant maternity leave to 
women, according to a recent federal 
court decision. Gary Ackeramn, who 
was refused paternity leave by the 
Board of Education, claimed in the 
suit that the Board was preventing 
him from participating in the rearing 
of his daughter solely on the basis 
of his sex. Rita Ackerman joined in 
the suit, saying that denial of pater· 
nity leave forced teacher's wives into 
the housekeeper and childrearer role. 
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NORMAL'S NIXON 
INAUGURAL CEREMONIES 
report from the front by 
Denny Colt 
"First, thP rn::l.rch wi_ 1 1 advance 
into the ISU Union 3niJ d 1nP:, MO•.mt 
the stairs, a~d congre~ate-in fro~t 
of the 1857 Room. The Board of Reg-
ents wi] 1 be dini."1[': therP, alone; 
with President Berlo. Chants (1) 
and (2) would be fittin~ here,"---
from the leaflet desi~nqting the 
march route for the Nixo'!". inaugur-al 
protest, January 20, 1972. 
"There's going to be a riot at 
the basketbalJ e-ame toniETht." Pres-
ident Berlo to several students, 
faculty, plus a member of the Board 
of Regents. 
-One-
Ways of history are strange, 
On the day of Nixon's inauguration, 
supposedly a daJ' of victory for the 
middle-American, Normal saw its first 
protest in months--and its second 
to break out in a confrontation, 
The march itself was inevitable. 
Nixon's second term is a disheart-
ening event to some people, includ-
ing those suspicious of "peace 
announcements." (We'll believe it 
when we see it,) 
Besides it's best to let the 
s,o,b, know we're, as a nation of 
protests, watching carefully. Just 
in .case, you understand, 
. The subject of the march, 
while largely concentratin~ on 
the war, hit other diverse areas. 
Local establishmPnts and persons 
were singled out for notable mention. 
The march began in the ISU Union 
with the following chantst 
David K,/CIA/Off the fascist pigs 
today!" and the louder and more 
vehemently shouted• "Give Berlo 
a furlough!" 
R~gents. 
Marchers proceeded to the 
Union's third floor lounge, where 
the Board of Regents was to be 
convening, Most of the Board 
members were in private session 
downstairs. The group sat down 
for a while and chanted their 
slogans1 it was loud enough for 
second floor to hear, 
About 200 students marched 
through campus--calling to the 
dorms--and then proceeded to the 
Normal Post Office, Minus a parade 
permit, the group began marching 
in the streets, 
One Normal police car fol-
lowed along behind, occasionally 
yelling through a bullhorn that 
marchers should get back upon the 
sidewalk, Nobody paid any attention 
to the thing, 
Meanwhile, several plain clothes 
autos cruised and watched, Sev-
eral of them convened under Eastgate 
Hall (one · 
blue Ford with license ED605J and 
one white Chevy with an elderly 
gentleman in it and license 968-2)4), 
Two·of the red Fords with detach-
able flashing lights and little num-
bers in the back windows (licenses 
U71J5 and U71J4) were also seen 
cruising. 
After making its way to the Post 
Office, ignoring the original 
march plans as described on a leaf-
let handed out before the march, the 
group proceeded back towards campus 
to the Co-op Bookstore, 
CIA Confronted 
Some chants were prepared for the 
Co-op, pertaining to i~s l~nks with . 
the CIA and that organ1zat1on's hero1n 
business• "Heyl Heyl CIA,/How many 
kids did you kill today?" 
After that, the marchers went into 
the Union, apparently directionless, 
After a brief second session of chants 
in the second floor ballroom (where the 
Regents were holding a closed voting 
session), the marchers moved out towards 
Main Street. Here events began to in-
tensify. 
-Two-
Marching on the streets, followed 
by a larger cotillion fo vehicles--
fewer plainclothes and more out-and-out 
Normal cop cars--marchers began to walk 
in a cir~le at the intersection of Main 
and College, 
At this point the police began to 
get out of their cars, clubs in hand, 
with the intention of forcing people 
off the street, Th~ intersection was 
totally blocked by marchers and police 
cars, 
Forced by the cops to move on, the 
group proceeded to move along Main Street 
towards Atkin-Colby, The group's presence 
in the streets incensed certain police, 
it seems, who began using clubs to push 
people back onto the sidewalk, One 
police car, by moving up fast and stop-
ping quickly, attempted to drive people 
off the street. Later the police would 
say the crowd was becoming "unruly," 
Unruly Police 
It was becoming obvious to the 
people, however, that the police were 
displaying signs of unruliness. One was 
heard by a Pantagraph reporter to 
threaten marchers, "Back on the sidewalk 
or I'll bust this over your head," 
Another was threatening Fred, the 
marcher who later was to get his pic-
ture in the Pantagraph. The photo was 
to show him beingmanhandled by several 
cops, 
Somebody was displaying signs of 
unruliness, threatening to break into 
violence, It wasn't the people. 
Moving back onto campus, followed 
by six Normal cop cars (with some ques-
tion of jurisdiction--it being ~he 
street before Rachel Cooper), the mar-
chers soon took to College Avenue. Soon 
all were forced onto the sidewalk, mov-
ing towards School Street, followed on 
foot by several Normal cops. The rest 
remained in their cars. 
It was then that members of the 
crowd began to express their feelings 
about the police actions. One of them, 
Marty, "the guy in the yellow hat," was 
singled out. Several cops were heard to 
say they were going to "get him." 
Crosswalk Bust 
~ey did, For crossing the street. 
At the corner of School and North, be-
fore Hovey Hall and a stop sign, Marty 
attempted to cross at the crosswalk, 
waving his hands to others to follow. 
For his act Marty was chased by 
several cops onto the Eastgate parking 
area, brought back to the car in front 
of Hovey, and frisked, With the crowd 
yelling indignantly, he was shoved into 
the car. 
People protested the action rather 
loudly. As one cop put it, standing off 
to th~ side, "You can't stop someone for 
cross1ng t,he street," A circle of people 
attempted to keep the vehicle from going 
anywhere. The circle was dispersed by· 
another cop who _ran in swinging his club, 
The car started off, and he was almost 
hit. --
As the car was on its way, another 
student ran out of the blue and jumped 
on and off the front hood. This effron-
tery wasn't to be taken lightly by the 
cops either. They chased him onto cam-
pus and into the union. 
One cop, caught up in the fray, 
stopped to throw his club at the flee-
ing youth. He stopped and evidently 
thought the better of it, then contin-
ued his pursuit. In a few seconds, the 
police were bringing back a second per-
son to frisk. 
(Meanwhile a group of blacks were 
standing near by and watching. One said, 
"Man, if that was us they'd have the 
National Guard out by now,") 
The situation was getting hectic. 
Harvey, the second in the hands of the 
police, was being frisked, with people 
all around protesting. 
Streetfightin' Woman 
One of the protesters, Fred, who'd 
already been threatened, almost got 
busted himself twice. Once, with sev-
eral cops tryi~g to push him into a 
car, he was rescued by a woman. (She 
hit one of the cops and so amazed him 
that Fred was able to get free.) 
The second time, Fred was in front 
of the crowd arguing with police for 
taking Harvey, In response, Fred was 
~rabbed and frisked; the photo appeared 
1n the Pantagraph. 
Dan Sadler, Executive Aide to the 
Chief of Police (McGuire was reportedly 
ill) agreed to let Fred free and to 
brinE the other back. He proposed a 
deal. All three would be released if 
the crowd promised to remain on the 
sidewalks. The crowd said it would stay 
on the streets until the two who'd been 
taken off were brought back. (In the 
melee, people were walking all around, 
An innumerable amount of photographers 
had sprung up.) 
"I've tried to keep this from hap-
penning," Sadler said to the crowd, 
Later for the Pantagraph he said that 
he had been responsible for the singling 
out of specific demonstrators--the "ring-
leaders"--and getting them into cars. 
Marty, later asked about his exper-
ience, said that he'd been taken to the 
police statio~ and more thoroughly 
frisked. They asked for his name. He 
r7fuse~ to give it. A few threats were 
g1ven 1n the car and at the station. 
Then, he was brought back to the waiting 
car. 
Nobody knoWs if the police were 
really going to charge Marty or not. 
-Three-
With Marty's return, the group dis-
persed, Many went into the Union where 
President Berlo was wailing to st~dents 
about the riot that was going to happen 
that night at the basketball game. 
eutside of a multitude of police 
and basketball fans--plus four students 
handing leaflets outside the gate--no-
body was there that evening. 
One student & inauguration 9 
Smile, Nixon, Smile 
it's inauguration day, man1 
you've made it there again. 
And while you're watching 
the 55 floats and 35·bands. 
there's only a few men 
dying and the smell of burning 
from napalm, 
wafting over s.E. Asia.-
All of this, 
while you're smiling cause 
you've made it there again. 
The band plays "Born Free," 
a little ironic, 
yeah, for those who were 
born free enough to 
get drafted 
and get murdered, 
so you can smile. 
flesh, 
on taking four more years paign to play the pins, while someone 
(a weary phrase now) • • • else is, ah, fighting for peace. Bull-
' • shit. 
"In 1975 all my people rose from the 
countryside, locked together hand in 
all through this unsteady land ••• " 
Oh yes, and there's Agnew, 
standing by your side, 
and he's smiling, too. 
J.A. 
6•40, January 20. I come upstairs 
in my dorm and there's security men and 
they want to find a chick who lives 
here. They talk about plastic explo-
sives. They're checking every package 
that comes into the dorm. Seems there's 
been a phone call about a bomb planted· ••• 
So then, I 
ple , "Why?" and 
Don't blow me 
start, perpetrate, 
And I'm not really 
really are, or are 
up, man. I didn't 
or support this war. 
guilty, none of us 
we? 
Well, someone's prank is another's 
farce •. We're all a part. R~construction 
is upon us. Well, maybe, we ought to 
build for peace and humanity. 
Don't talk to me about mad SDS 
bombers and basement bomb factories. 
Man, killing never meant shit to anyone. 
Our side, their side, any side. 
Watch your people march today. A 
marching in the streets. ation? Sure. 
ask one of the dorm peo-
they talk about the 
repercussion, a retalli- So march for peace, not bomb for hate. 
OUT NOW. · Well, I'm not gonna get myself Razorback 
Can't you see what's going on? blown up here. So, I'm going to Cham-
• •• or is it going to =k=e=e~p---------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(The following radio drama was 
heard over the police bands the time 
of the inaue;ural protest. It was 
Rubmitted to us.) RADIO 
What time does that march start today? 
Does anyone know? 
We weren't informed. 
I'·m sick. I'm going home. You're in 
charge Dan. 
About 50 to 75. 
drop off. 
They're starting to 
We ought to 
There's not 
Try to come 
them on the 
be able to move them now. 
too many. 
up from Dry Grove and 
sidewalk. 
get 
LUNCH 
We 'got them all over the car. 
got to get them out here nowl 
~ 
We·'ve 
We have some Bloomington units on the 
way. 
~e got two under arrest and can't get 
rid of them. We're in front of the . 
union. Post one, pick up your partner. 
About a block away. 
ISU reports 70 to 100 are underway. 
They're going University ••• in the 
streetl 
You can come 
University. 
Is there any 
Jim? 
right straight north on 
Normal to Bloomington--the location is 
way.you can get around them, School Street. 
They are proceeding east on College 
from University. 
They are in the middle of the street. 
That's a traffic hazardl 
Last I heard they were at the student 
union. 
Dan, a group pf 100 are en route to 
Main and College. What their actions 
are going to be there I don't know. 
They are breaking (garbled) at main 
and (garbled). 
When we get over there we will see 
what direction they are going to go. 
Are you aware of what's happening? 
(garbled) at Main and College. 
Get them up on the sidewalk. 
Officer Jordan--come around here and 
go down Main and Dry Grove and get 
(garbled) them the other way. 
Frank, we better get some (garbled) 
pick up a car. 
They're coming back down University to 
College. I don't know if they're try-
ing to complete that circuit. T~ey're• 
just runnin~ us around in a circle. 
How many you got there? 
There's only about 50. I think we can 
get them on the sidewalk. There are 
two ISU cars behind us and one of ours. 
We'll head them east on College. 
Get the guys out of the cars and get 
them up ••• there's not that many. 
How's it going? 
They're just coming up the intersection 
at College and School. I don't know 
which way they're going to go. Down 
School to Hovey Hall. 
I think--{pause)--Get me some Bloom-
ington 'units herelll (frightened, 
excited) 
Get some assistance herel 
Stand by--we got people all over here 
nowl 
We got two or three under arrest and 
they're starting to gather out in the 
street! I'll have to check and see 
what they want to do. 
Do you want me to call people in or 
what? 
Jim, just get out of there. 
All right. 
Come on, let's get some cars out here 
right nowl 
Ito oz. /6; oz. 
Where is that? 
We're in front of the union. 
Bloomington to Lieutenant Crow. Do you 
have a list of the riot squad? It's 
supposed to be around here somewhere. 
73 to Zayas. Is Zayas stil~ at the 
station? Tell him to bring that fel-
low back out here right nowl 
Bloomington to Normal--You'll have to 
direct us. We don't know the town. 
Can you get to Normal Community High 
School? 
Just come up Main and a block left. 
Bloomington standing by at the High 
School with riot gear. 
What are you doing there? 
See if those guys are in those units 
down there. 
We're over here behind the Co-op in 
the loading zone here. 
We got some Bloomington cars here at 
the High School. Do you want us to 
stand by? 
Are you calling in the riot squad? 
Normal PD to ISU Security--advise us 
what is happening in the union. 
Everything is seemingly quiet in the 
student union. 
OlD MILWAOI<E'E' 
Security man hurriedly memor-
izes chants to show his solid-
arity with the people. 
II 
These sist~rs express their solidarity 
with women everywhere. 
SISTERS UNllE 
AGAINST TH£ HaoDY YIAR 
••••• 
The sign 3ays it. 
Anti -Inaugural 
DiCk 
~his speaks for itself. 
So does this. 
The people take the streets. 
One of ISU's leading porkers. 
"March permit? What marcn perm1t?" 
CIA bastion besieged. 
!BERLO I 
(The following interview took place in 
President Serlo's office, January 10, 1973, 
at 11:00. It is between a student and the 
president himself. 
The interview was submitted to the Post by 
this student with the instructions that we 
could cut portions of it if it was too long. 
With much debate among several members of 
the staff, several sections were cut, but 
only those which we felt would in no way 
detract from the meaning of anything the man 
said. The only exception involves the larger 
headlines, which are taken out of context as 
a purely sensational device to get you to . 
notice this article--as if the length wouldn't 
get you to notice it already. 
Additionally, members of the Post research 
staff have added boxes where ~president's 
words didn't wholly jive with the way cer-
tain events were remembered. Perhaps each 
reader can add a few boxes of his/her own.) . 
*** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** 
Q: Well, I spoke with you last September, and 
you invited me up here. So I thought I'd come. 
I'm still trying to figure out what's going on 
around here. 
A: That makes two of us. 
Q: I hear two different stories. I told you 
what I hear all the time. I hear Serlo's this 
and Serlo's that, and Serlo's a pig. You said 
it wasn't true. You said the people I was 
hearing this from were dupes. I was wondering 
if you could explain that a bit. 
A: Well, I said people are easily duped. The 
question I always ask when people are attacking 
the administration: What have I done wrong? 
What do they say? You have to look at issues. 
Some of the things I have to do aren't popular. 
The lab schools for instance ••• Monday a report 
came in. It wasn't my decision, but it's now 
on my desk. The report says we ought to cut 
the lab schools back •••• 
Q: How can you have a university that's dedi-
cated to teaching teachers how to teach and 
close down the laboratory schools? 
A: We're not closing down the lab schools. 
We now after this thing will have one of the 2 
or 3 largest lab schools in the U.S. What we 
had developed is a large exclusive private 
sohool for faculty kids. Kids of the faculty 
and of the elite in town. And it's costing'2.1 
million dollars. I'm the one that saved the 
lab schools. They closed down every laboratory 
school in this state this year except us. And 
they wanted to close us down. And I went and 
said exactly what you're saying •••• And their 
answer was well you've ~ot more than laboratory 
schools. You've got a big private school •••• 
And you're not doing research in them, and you 
are not doing practice teaching them--you're 
just teaching kids in a private school. And 
they were right. And so we put the committee 
to work and we cut it back; we're still gonna 
spend well over a million and a half on our lab 
schools; that's a hell of a lot of money. 
Q: Whe~ you say that all you were. doing was 
providing an elite school for faculty 
.A: Not all we were doing- -we were· doing that, 
and ~hat's what we're cutting out. 
Q: How do you feel about the other parts of 
ISU ~hat are basically providing privileges for 
an elite? 
1857 or fight! 
A: For instance? 
Q: Well, the 1857 Room. 
A: I don't think the 1857 Room can sit there 
and be open for 2 hours a day for expensive 
lunch and be closed the rest of the time. And 
I have been assured that in the new building it 
is now going to happen. I've been assured that 
in the old building they're going to try to see 
that it doesn't happen. I agree with Black. 
I don't object to us having a nice dining room. 
I think a university of good size can afford 
dining rooms of varying prices. I don't eat in 
the 1857 Room, because I think it costs more 
than it's worth. And I also think that if it's 
going to be there, there's no reason why it 
shouldn't be open to other things--study, lounge 
--the rest of the time. 
Q: How come, if you agree with Black, the 1857 
Room has existed all that time? 
A: Jesus man, how much change have you gotten 
through?J What do you think I am, God? I give 
these clowns instructions on what to do; that 
doesn't mean it gets done. 
Q: You've issued instructions on the 1857 Room? 
A: Yes, and I've told you that there's not in 
the ·first place the Union Board makes the deci-
sion on the 1857 Room. That's a student group; 
it's voluntary; they don't take orders from me 
and they shouldn't. They shouldn't. I don't 
think you'd want me being able to call a stu-
dent group in say are you gonna do it this way 
and that's that. 
Q: Are you saying it's a student group that 
decided to 
A: Oh yes if a student group wanted to vote 
tonight to open the 1857 Room for a lounge they 
could do it. 
Q: Is ~t a majority of students? 
A: Oh yeah, overwhelming majority of students; 
I think it's 16 to 2 faculty. But they're ar-
guing that they can 
Q: Are they the ones that created that room? 
A: No. The room was there forever, I think. 
Q: No. I remember when it was a lounge. 
A: Oh, really? When did it become a re--I 
don't ·know these things. You drastically over-
estimate how much somebody in this job knows. 
I just learn what people tell me. When did it 
become a restaurant? 
Q: I'm not certain. I know that in the Spring 
of 1970 there was a protest similar to the re-
cent one. I would suspect the restaurant was 
created shortly before that. 
A: It loses money. And I think it's highly de-
bateable. They're telling me it takes time to 
change the employees that are working on it. 
And I haven't pushed it very hard because I 
talked to Nolan about it--he's the student pres-
ident--and I wrote a letter telling him that I 
agreed with the ques~ions that were being brought 
forth •••• But you can't hold me responsible. 
Q: People who attack you say that when so.me 
practice in the university gets a bad reputation 
you say it's not your responsibility. But for 
something else, you can take the credit for it. 
A:. For instance? 
. A buncha nonsense 
Q: The firing of that woman last year. 
A: What firing? 6he was discharged as a group 
action. I didn't take the credit for that. 
Q: I heard you du~ked responsibility for it. 
A: I didn't duck responsibility on it. I don't 
know ~ho you're talkin' to. She was told, as 
were all first-year dorm instructors, she no 
different than anybody else--all first-year dorm 
instructors were released from their contracts 
because of the change in the management struc-
ture of the dormitories·. And that happened at 
least two to three weeks prior to the showing 
of those stag films. And it had absolutely 
nothing to do with the showing of those stag 
films. 
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Q: Then all that ruckus was 
A: Was a bunch of nonsense. And all that 
ruckus that I was under external pressure on the 
stag films was a bunch of nonsense. I didn't 
have one letter or one phone call. You had wild 
people around here who said "Violet Hamilton is 
calling Berlo."--that's nonsense. Or "the Gov-
ernor's calling Berlo"--that's nonsense. You 
had all the rumors that the Governor and I are 
long-lost buddies. I spoke to Richard Olg~vie 
3 times in my life. 
"You requested clarification of specific 
steps taken regarding Jane Waldvogel, Director 
of Hamilton-Whitten Hall, as a result of her in-
volvement in the showing of 'stag' movies on 
South Campus. 1 will direct Dr. Bailey to-take 
the following actions. 
1. Effective immediately, Mrs. Waldvogel 
will be relieved of any and all responsibilities 
for education programs. Mr. Nagy, the Director 
of South Campus, will assume her duties in this 
area. 
2. The termination of Mrs. Waldvogel's 
contract effective June 20, 1972, will be re-
affirmed. 
3. Mrs. Waldvogel will not be offered 
employment in any other capacity at I'llinois 
State University after June 20, 1972." 
from the memorandum from 
Neil Gamsky to Berlo, 
printed in Vidette, 
April 11, 1972 
(Omitted here is a short discussion of the 
parking problem, which lead into a long expla-
nation of how the university bureaucracy is 
hard to penetrate even from Serlo's end. Berlo 
is summarizing as we continue.) 
A: Now much of what I've tried to do ••• since 
I've been here is to stamp out the complicated 
bureaucracy and reduce the complexity of the 
university. The university don't like that. 
And one reason they badmouth me is that there 
were people spreading stories that just weren't 
so--because they were getting hurt. 
Q: Who was getting hurt 1 
Wipe out! 
A: Well, we wiped out the colleges; we wiped. 
out the residence hall directors; we wiped out 
the college deans' offices; we wiped out all 
the superstructure of student services. 
Q: To cut costs? 
A: Yeah, and to put that money in teaching. 
Q: Apparantly a lot of the rationale for these 
changes is cost cuts • 
A: No. Money reallocation I would argue. But 
I have absolutely no control over how many dol-
lars I have to spend. I argue for what I want, 
and then I have to spend what they give me. 
Hell, I don't decide to cut costs. 
Q: Well, it seems there's quite a contradic-
tion, and what I'm speaking of is your own res-
idence, which is paid for by the university. 
And that cost a lot of money. 
A: Well it was all done before I got here. I 
hate it. And it is a lousy house. And the 
pipes freeze and my wife and I are miserable. 
And people come up here and drive around and 
look in the windows and I hate it. And I don't 
want to have a univ.ersity residence. But the 
fact that we were gonna have a university resi-
dence here was decided 3 years ago. 
(Continued from preceding ~·) 
Q: Well, it seems that you've done a lot of 
changing of decisions that were made 3 years 
ago. 
A: Not by the Board I haven't. The Board of 
Regents--my bosses. And also, every university 
in the state, it was decided, would have a uni-
versity residence. Not just this one. Every 
one. And also, not a penny of the money that 
was spent on that residence came out of the 
University Operations Fund. It came from the 
General Assembly. It was a special appropria-
tion for the residence-
(A short discussion about the residence furn-
ishings is omitted here.) 
Q: The best teachers that I've ever had at 
this university are against you. 
A: For instance? 
Q: Well I obviously couldn't mention any names. 
A: Well why? The fact that people disagree 
with me isn't anything to get upset about. 
Q: I just can't resolve the contradiction that 
the very best teachers that I've had are against 
your policies and intimate that there is some 
higher potential destructiveness residing within 
you. 
A: Well I'm sorry if there's good teachers 
that don't like what I'm doing. 
Q: But why would that be? 
A: I don't know. And I don't know who you're 
talking about and I don't know your criteria 
for the bad stuff. Are they against the fact 
for instance that I insisted that merit be the 
main reward system? Instead of across the 
board raises? Are they against the fact that 
I said it was the quality of teaching that 
would be rewarded and nothing else? I had Dr. 
Koch in here this morning and he showed me that 
we had doubled the emphasis on good teaching 
as the basis for salary raises"and promotions. 
Q: But how can you judge good teaching? The 
APT Committee doesn't even sit in on classes. 
A: No, I don't like the APT Committee but you 
know good teaching. We all know good teaching. 
You say how can you judge good teaching--that's 
a hollow argument. 
Sequence doesn't teach 
Q: I don't know if I know good teaching--not 
with the criteria on which professional se-
quence is based. 
A: That's a different issue. 
quence is a special problem. 
knows, we all know good 
Professional Se-
But everybody 
Q: We all do if the university has set up 
criteria for it in the committee. 
A: The university has a professional sequence; 
it's an experimental program; it's a problem. 
I think the thesis is right, but there are a 
lot of ~hings wrong with it, But don't shift 
from good teaching to that. Because that isn't 
teaching at all • 
Q: It's an attempt at instructing future tea-
chers how to teach. 
A: right, right. But there isn't teaching in-
volved--it's an instructional thing. 
Q: Within its content is a philosophy, a set-
up defining what'is "good teaching." 
A: Well, all right. I wouldn't call that tea-
ching. I differ between instruction and tea-
ching. There are a lot of ways people learn 
that doesn't involve teaching. But I think if 
you go out and ask students who the top teachers 
are and who the bad teachers are and you go out 
and ask faculty and you go out and ask admini-
strators, you go out and ask the alumni, and 
you get the same answers. And I differ with 
you when you say that all the best teachers at 
the university are against what we're trying 
to do--that's not so. 
Q: I was speaking of those professors whom I 
know--not of the entire university. 
A: But I don't think you'll find Clinton Bunke 
against what we're trying to do. I don't think 
you'll find Mark Plumer against what we're try-
ing to do, and I don't think you'll find Jack 
Ward against what we're trying to do. And as 
Paul Baker understands more and more what we're 
trying to do--he was against--but I don't think 
·you'll find Paul Baker against what we're try-
ing to do now. Bob Sutherland was very much 
against· he's now getting better informed, and 
1 d i h I sometimes against what I'm o ng, e s some-
times in favor of what I'm doing. I don't think 
you'll find Harvey Zeidenstein against what 
I'm trying to do, and I think I've named some 
of the best teachers in the university. 
Q: You're talking about giving raises based 
on merit. But you say you don't like the APT 
Committee. 
A: But that's all I've got. 
Q: What judges merit? 
A: They do. 
Q·: But when you were trying to justify your-
self, you spoke of asking the students who are 
good teachers. 
A: And I've now insisted for the first time 
in the history of the university that student 
evaluations must be part of the APT process. 
Berlo speaks . .. 
"MY WIFE AND I 
ARE MISERABLE" 
Q: Why just part of it? 
A: Jesus man! I got 'to where they practically 
threw me out of town! By raising the issue 
that they even ought to be involved. 
Q: Who could throw you out of town? 
A: The Senate rose up very upset: "What the 
hell do students have to say about teaching?" 
Q: The Senate is merely an advisory body. 
A: But they still could rise up and scream, 
which they did.· Now you keep shifting ground, 
First you say, "you're not doing anything." 
then the next thing you say is "Why not make 
it perfect?" And further, I don't think stu-
dents ought to have everything to say about 
teaching. 
Q: Well that was what you said at the begin-
ning--that students could tell you who are the 
good teachers and who are the bad ones. I 
just can't conceive of having a group of six 
faculty in a department who have never sat in 
on a class judging teaching. 
A: I agree. I agree. I agree. 
Q: Then how can you go ahead and give raises 
on this obviously empty "merit" system? 
A: Well, what would you have me do instead? 
Q: I read the APT Committee report on Dr. Cox. 
And I read what the students said about him. 
And ·I realized that you could get just about 
the same response about almost any professor. 
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k1d on the basis of those student responses, 
the APT committee rated Dr. Cox very low--mini-
mally satisfactory, I believe. But that same 
sort of investigation was not conducted on 
other professors. 
A: That's right. And I think you hit a very 
sensitive spot. I've never met Professor Cox. 
I'd like to. I'm not apologizing. I think 
you've known me long enough that I really don't 
try to duck if there's a fight I'm quite wil-
ling to get into it. What was decided about 
Professor Cox was decided before I came. 
Q: What was decided? 
A: There would be a special year-long personal 
inquiry into Professor Cox. And it would result 
in a final recommendation by the President to 
the Board about Professor Cox. Not about any-
body else, but about Professor Cox. 
Q: A reconnendation by you? 
A: That's right. By the President. I wasn't 
President then. But there was to be a recommen-
dation by the President. I took a position--! 
took a fair amount of flak--I haven't said this 
publically; I don't intend to; I'm not interes-
ted in going out and getting applauded. I took 
a lot of flak for this from the General Assem-
bly. I said if I'm President, we will treat 
Professor Cox just like we'd treat any other 
professor •••• Now he may not be treated fairly--
I'm not saying he's getting the right judgement 
--but he's not being treated as a special case. 
And I stood up and told Senator Horsely that 
he won't be treated as a special case •••• But 
Cox got an evaluation, just like any other fa-
culty member ••• and they judged him as low merit, 
and his rewards were zilch. Now that I don't 
think I should contro~ ••• If I've got 1100 fa-
culty members, I don't-think you want me up 
here deciding how much money each one of them 
ought to get. I can't do that. In fact, I 
make it a rule never to evaluate an individual, 
except the ones who report.to me. But I do 
push them on criteria. They're a hell of a 
lot better than they were a year and a half 
ago. We are rewarding teaching now. I don't 
know whether you know Jim Koch? 
Q: no. 
A: Go talk to him, and let him show you his 
data. And he did a study last year and it 
showed that if you take how good a teacher a 
guy is and use that to predict, you can't pre-
dict his salary or anything else. This year 
you can. 
Q: What were his criteria? What definition 
did he use for deciding ''how good a teacher 
a guy is"? 
A: You got to live--I don't know anything else 
--if you've got another method I want to hear 
it. You've got to live with what the peers say. 
Q: This in-depth investigation of Dr. Cox 
which was ordered by the Board of Regents--
would you agree that the motive behind that 
was political? 
A: Well sure! 
Q: And would you say that Dr. Cox was being 
prosecuted for his politics? 
A: Probably. I wasn't here to know all the 
data, but I would say probably. 
Q: What did Senator Horsely say when you told 
him you would treat Cox like everyone else? 
A: He cussed. 
Q: Would he have had to muster a lot of power 
to have you overruled? 
A: No, he could have done it. He could get me 
fired. But he chose not to fight the battle. 
The battle was over. He had his day with Cox. 
He'd gotten all out of Cox he wanted. He didn't 
care anymore. And the Board felt--it's a good 
Board--and they agreed with the notion even-
tually that you can't go around singling out 
professors. 
Parking again 
(At this point we talked about parking again, 
and Serlo spoke at length about having parks 
instead of parking lots.) 
Q:. Yet just recently, in that lot by Centen-. 
nial, some sort of check-up building has been 
established. 
A: Because they're getting all kinds of cars 
going in there who haven't paid the fee, And 
they were ·depriving people who had paid the 
-
lContinued from pre.:e..ling ~·) 
fee froa parUng there. 
Q: It's a faculty lot. There's a reason for 
people going in there. 
A: I guess it is a faculty· lot. The only rea-
son to get in there--uh actually faculty--is 
cause students could pay, students could pay 
the same fee as faculty and park in there, 
couldn't they? The difference is the student 
co..uter lot, which is cheaper. 
Q: I was not aware of that. 
A: Well, I may be wrong on that. But I don't 
think so. But I may very well be wrong. I 
thought that if you paid your 25 bucks, that 
you could park, but there are student commuter 
lots, and they're at a distance. 
Q: 25 dollars is what I pay. 
A: Yeah, and what do you get? 
Q: I park over at Horton. 
A: And you can't park arotmd here for that? 
Q: No. 
A: And that's the same as the faculty pay, 
and you're saying they can park arotmd here? 
Q: That's right. And a lot of times there 
are empty spaces in the faculty lots. And a 
lot of times you want to use one of those 
spaces just to stop and drop something off, 
but you have to clear over to Horton. 
A: Well, this is why I want more meters. 
Q: Parking isn't as big a thing as the fact 
that faculty get the closest lots. 
A: Yeah. 
Q: A lot of faculty could stand to walk 4 
blocks to and from their cars. 
Penal codes 
A: Yeah, I agree, and I don't want the status 
differential. There are certain needs where 
you have people that have to come and go a lot 
and you have to have a car close. But again 
t;.ere had been no--you know I inherited a situ-
ation that--there hadn't been any leadership 
here for a long time. We are not a pro-stu-
dent tmiversity; we keep preaching that we are 
know really student oriented tmiversity, but 
we're not •••• The dorm contracts are written 
lik' pe_nal codes. • • • - ·- · 
Robert Lenz, ex-tmiversity attorney, 
wrote the do~ contracts under Berlo. 
I don't pretend to sugg~st 
that I've looked at everything and made the 
.right decision, and that I haven't made any 
mistakes. What I do say is I don't think there 
is any student who can stand up and say that 
in the year I've built a record of not trying 
to do things for students. And I don't think 
that if you talk to most of the student leaders 
that they'll tell you that. 
Q: A few minutes ago you didn't want to talk 
to me about sequence,· and you told me it was 
an experiment. But it seems to me that when 
you try an experiment, you wouldn't want to 
take all the education classes and impose that 
experiment on everyone. 
A: I agree. I agree. 
Q: Are you saying that that was a mistake of 
yours? 
A: Well that was before I got here. I think 
it was a mistake. 
'Q: It wasn't completed before you got here. 
. A: Oh yes it was. Oh yes it was. The whole 
sequence thing was offered for the first time 
Q: There were still students in regular educa-
tion classes when you came here. In the Spring 
last year there was going to be a small meeting 
about sequence and about 200 or 300 students 
showed up. They were very suprised. They had 
to .ave the meeting from a regular classroom to 
a large lecture hall to accomodate all the stu-
dents who came to that meeting. And that turn-
out should have been an indication to whoever's 
doing the sequence 
A: It was! 
Q: That there was a lot of student dissent. 
A: It sure as hell was that indication. But 
you get that coming out of the dorms, you get 
that at any meeting you go to--that sequence is 
one of the real problems. 
Q: But still, there was a chance then to back 
up. There was a chance to cut the experiment 
by having only voltmtary students in it. 
A: Well, I think there should be. I think 
there should be control groups. But again, do 
you want the President of the university going 
down and doing things like that? 
President powerless? 
Q: I think the President should take some hand 
in that. Students don't have the power to do_ 
that. 
A: Well, neither does the President. And I 
don't think you want him to have the power to 
go down and impose his will on a given course. 
I've evinced my displeasure. I've made it 
clear there ought to be options and that you 
don't start an experiment not even having a 
control group. We are now merging those de-
partments and looking for new leadership. 
Q: I don't think it would be the President im-
posing his will on a single course, but rather 
on the whole direction of a department. And it 
wouldn't be the arbitrary exercise of power you 
implied. It would have a large base of support 
in the student body. 
A: You've got ~point. The sequence thing's 
bothered me, and I haven't done anything about 
it. You're right, yes. I've set the thing on 
a back burner hoping somebody would do some-
thing about it. 
Q: It really looks good for ISU, trying an 
"innovative approach to education," only a few 
schools are doing it 
A: The thesis is right. The thesis that we 
ought to go in self-instruction as a prerequi-
site to then going in and working with a tea-
cher makes sense. I've never gone through the 
sequence; I've seen pictures of it; I wasn't 
very pleased. And there's no doubt--you don't 
have to convince me--that the general reaction 
is negative. I've bitched about it, but I 
haven't really done anything about it. You're 
right. And I could, I guess. I don't think I 
ought to go in and tell them what to do. But 
I could--and really I don't say it in defense--
l've just put it on the back burner. And say 
"I '11 do that tomorrow." 
.. I'VE SHAKEN THE HELL 
OUT OF THE PLACE" 
Q: You told me last Sept. that you were a rad-
ical. I don't understand that. .Could you ex-
plain it? 
A: You remember that conversation. We11, many 
people here, and one reason is I've sHaken the. 
hell out of the place. We are trying some very 
dramatic and different kinds of things. We're 
I wasn't interested in university administra-
tion. But I said "I don't like what I see, and 
I 'm gonna get in the fray." 
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JESUS MAN, HOW MUCH 
CHANGE 
GOTTEN 
HAVE YOU 
THROUGH?'' 
having our Central Association here this week 
looking at what we're doing, an~ they come in 
every evening and say "I heard such and such 
and such and such. Did you really do that?" 
I said "yeah." I'm a radical in tne sense 
that I believe that drastic changes are needed 
in our educational system. It's the reason I 
was willing to take on this job. I don't enjoy 
the job. I don't get my kicks out of it. I 
don't get my kicks out of the status; I lose a 
hell of a lot of money on it. I moved from a 
hell of a lot nicer house than the one you say 
I'm living in. My income went down by almost 
two thirds. My freedom went from very high to 
zilch. 
Q: What were you doing before? 
A: I'm a management consultant; I'm a teacher. 
I'm an author. I draw a thousand dollars ·a day 
whenever I go out and make a speech. I was 
making well over a hundred grand a year. And I 
don't need the money. I make all the money I 
need off my books, my movies, and off my manage-
ment writing. And my kids and I h~d a lot of 
time, and I gave them up for a year, and we 
paid a price there. They're not very happy. I 
was never a dean; I was never a vice-president; 
Hitler a radical 
Q: "Radical," in its common usage, usually 
implies .more than desiring drastic changes. 
Hitler wanted to shake things up too. Would 
you consider him a radical? 
A: Oh I would. I would consider him a radical. 
The directionality of the change isn't the only 
thing that makes you radical. 
Q: Well then maybe you were trying one of your 
speech communications tricks on me. 
A: I'm not speech communication! Who ever said 
I was in speech commtmication? I have never 
been in speech in my life. 
''Mr. Berlo, former professor and chairman 
of the Department of Communication at Michigan 
State University and business-industry manage-
ment consultant, is widely known throughout 
the nation ••• 
·~he new Illinois State president has 
served as associate editor of 'Speech Mono-
graph;' associate editor of 'Quarterly Review 
of Speech;' editorial board member of 
'Communication Review' ••• " 
from investiture program 
of David K. Berlo 
Q: When you told me you were a radical, I think 
I was supposed to believe something different 
than what you meant. 
A: Well, what do you mean by radical? 
Q: I was selling you a Post-Amerikan at the 
time. And so you told me you were a radical. 
A: I'm certainly as ·radical as ,that thing is. 
Q: You certainly must mean something different 
when you say "radical." 
A: Well, what do you mean by "radical"? 
Q: Put it this way. Radical sure wouldn't be 
voting for Nixon, which I take it you did. 
· A: Yeah, not very happily. But I haven't 
voted for anybody happily in my life. I'm hard-
headed, in that I sure wouldn't vote for McGov-
ern, cause I don't think he could administer a 
pay toilet. And the President of the US has to 
be a hell of a lot more than an advocate • 
Q: McGovern would have ended the war right away. 
A: Probably. 
" THERE HADN'T BEEN ANY 
LEADERSHIP HERE FOR A 
LONG TIME." 
(Continued _fr~ preceding ~·) 
"I'VE CHOSEN TO TRY 
AND TAKE OVER THE 
ESTABLISHMENT ... ·" 
Berlo a radical 
Q: But that wasn't an important consideration? 
A: I thought it was over. You're damn right I 
deplore the situation. Now we talk about radi-
cal, let me give you an example. I'm not radi-
cal certainly, the way you would be. I think 
I'm more religious than you. And maybe that I'm 
more effective and it may mean simply that I 
copped out. Could be either way. But I had 
fun once, it was a hell of a night. But when I 
marched and took out newspaper ads for the Oct. 
15 moratorium--that was what? 3 years ago,' 4 
years ago?--I was chairman of the Republic~l 
Party. 
Q: How big an area? 
A: County. 
Q: What sort of ads did you take out? 
A: In favor of the moratorium. And I marched 
in the moratorium. And I said we had to end 
the war. And I was in a county that's every 
bit as conservative as this one. The Governor 
backed me up. And when we had the moratorium 
rally .•• ! was called radical. Spiro Agnew 
wouldn't even appear in Flint when he heard--
he cancelled his speech. What I did in doing 
that is I moved the Republican Party in that 
they wanted to throw me out qf office, and they 
had a big mass meeting to impeach me for viola-
ting their American values. 
IO~ S'E-&" WH~r DI.S 
Nil f:- BEI&.O DID ? 
Q: I'd consider the bombing of Vietnam a viol-
ation of American values. 
A: Of course, But you're changing ground on 
me now. Of course. Of course the war is a 
violation of American values. Of course the 
war is hideous, but I'm saying "what are you 
trying to do with your beliefs? I find that I'm 
not satisfied simply by believing in good 
things, that I want to do something about it. 
And I've chosen to try to take over the estab-
lishment through somewhat more traditional 
channels, to get some things done. Where people 
like you may choose to do it through much less 
traditional channels. 
Q: We were talking about Vietnam. How do you 
connect up what you're trying to do in the uni-
versity with Vietnam? 
A: I CL~'t solve the Vietnam problem at.ISU. 
But if you teach people certain tools of ration-
ality, if you give them breadth as to what's 
going on in the world, if you push, as I hope 
we will in university studies, the basic values 
that we need to be developing in terms of man's 
relationship to man, if you try to get at some 
of the human sexuality and human identity things 
that I hope we'l) be getting into in the resi-
dence halls. It matters a little. It doesn't 
matter a hell of a lot--I'm not god or the pope 
or the governor or the president. 
Q: Those values you were speaking of--they're 
not included in professional sequence. 
A: No. 
Q: It seems there is a very old traditional 
way of looking at teaching which views one of 
teaching's main purposes as the building and 
instilling of these values you mentioned. And 
one of the most important philosophical founda-
tions of professional sequence says that thos-
values are not concrete enough. 
A: I haven't looked. 
Q: You can't put those values in a behavioral 
objective. 
A: No you can't. And the whole notion that 
everything in the university ought to be de-
fined in terms of behavioral objectives is a 
bunch of crap. But again I have a student that 
says the university ought to sort out what its 
university can develop behavioral objectives 
for certification ••.• But that's just one of the 
purposes of the university. Another purpose of 
the university is to help you become a human 
being. Now you don't certify people as human 
beings. And you don't grade them on whether 
they're becoming the proper human being. 
Zilch 
Q: it seems that you're talking about vocation-
al training, and you're also talking about some-
thing else. It seems that in certain depart-
ments, vocational training is very important, 
while in other departments, vocational train-
ing is nil. 
A: Zilch, right. 
Q: But sequence takes everyone, no matter what 
department they are from, and imposes on them 
the same standards. 
A: Yeah. 
Q: In philosophy and english, almost the only 
vocation is the teaching of the subject to the 
next generation. 
A: That's right. But I've been arguing that 
this traditional distinction between vocational 
education on the one hand and "humanizing" edu-
cation on the other has got to go. One reason 
I was sympathetic when we got rid of colleges 
is that there is an arrogance to Arts and Sci-
ences and there is an equal arrogance to Indus-
trial Technology. One guy says "I'm a welder 
and poetry is a bunch of crap." The other guy 
says "I'm a poet and welding is a bunch of 
crap." I would submit that one of the things 
wrong with our society today is that we keep 
trying to divide people on the same elitism 
that we started off talking about •••• 
We've got to get rid of the notion that some of 
our students will go in liberal arts and others 
of our students will go out in vocational ed. 
Now the whole question of what is teaching--I'm 
not very sympathetic with how colleges of edu-
cation approach the question of what is tea-
ching--l'm opposed to colleg~s of education, if 
I'm honest about it, and that's one of the rea-
sons I was willing to. blow this one out, in 
that they teach teaching--! donit like lesson 
plans--that's not the way you go about teaching. 
And I hope we can change that here--we got a 
hell of a long way to go, cause this is about 
as traditional an institution as I've ever seen. 
Sequence one more time 
Q: Back to sequence 
A: Streeter's trying. And that's one reason 
we elevated Streeter to higher status. He's 
pretty good. I have some confidence •.• 
Streeter, once in the Education Department· 
was in on the development of Pro Sequence. ' 
Q: If your premises are wrong, it doesn't mat-
ter how hard you try. 
A: All right. You've goaded me on this one. 
I'll go look into the damn thing. I was hoping 
it would go away. One reason I don't want to 
oppose it too strongly is that some people are 
opposed to it for the wrong reasons. Some 
people say "it's technology, and we shouldn't 
have any technology." And I can't support that. 
I believe in the professional sequence's intent 
and that is to automate the things you can • 
teach yourself and go at your own pace, and 
then when you get up to threshold, go up and 
see the teacher. One of the problems is we've 
. never learned the rules for how to do that. 
The teacher doesn't know how to behave; the. 
student doesn't know how to behave. Nobody 
~nows how. And as a result we wind up back 
1n the lecture sy-stem, because though nobody 
likes it, everybody knows how to handle it. 
Everybody's comfortable. 
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(A personal interchange is omitted here. J 
Q: I'm opposed to the very philosophy behind 
sequence, not to mention the way it's imple-
mented. One of the most important elements in 
good teaching is non-operational and hence 
omitted from sequence,· and that ~lemer.t is soM-
~hin~ like charisma--the teacher's ability to 
1nsp1re a student. And there isn't a computer 
in the world that can do that. 
A: I would agree. But there's a computer in 
the world that can do a hell of a lot of other 
things. And charisma isn't all. teaching is. 
It isn't all learning is. 
Q: But it may be the most important part of 
teaching. Self-instruction may not work with-
out prior inspiration. 
A: And you need the teacher before and after. 
On the other hand, using a teacher that has 
what you're calling charisma, and having him 
get up there and be primarily a teaching ma-
chine is kind of a waste too. And the fact re-
mains there's a hell of a lot of knowledge you 
have to get under your belt in order to handle 
certain things. And some people need to run 
it through eight times and some people can get 
it the first time; some people don't need it 
at all. We have to learn how to use these good 
teachers. 
(Discussion of social sciences and the scien-
tific method omitted here.) 
Q: It seems that a purpose of the university 
should be to leave options open. And that's 
what sequence doesn't do. 
A: Right. But you're beating that one into 
the ground this morning. I agree with you. 
And I'm gonna go dig. I don't want to but I 
will. I gotta go. ' 
C!be discussion continued, but dealt mainly 
w1th personal life histories. This conversa-
tion is omitted except for one interesting 
excerpt.) 
The communist front 
A: I was involved in this that and the other. 
I was in a communist front organization. 
Q: Which one was that? 
A: Youth for Democracy. American Youth for 
Democracy. 
Q: When was that? 
A: Around 1945. 
Q: How did you get to work for AID? 
A: Oh you read that Post-Amerikan. I never 
worked for AID. In fact I resent ••• (the ethics 
of personal attacks were explored here.) 1 
also d?n' t think the underground press has any 
more r1ght than any other press to ignore facts. 
Q: That's not true? 
A: I never have been an employee for AID in 
my life. Never. 
"He has 'served as director of the 
Agency for International Development 
Seminars on Communication (1958-61) and ~ssoci~te director of the National Project 
1n Agr1cultural Communication (1960-61)." 
From investiture program 
of David K. Berlo 
''IT DOESN'T 
MATTERA 
~ELL OFA 
LOT'' 
Four 
"C'mon guys: No hangi~g back!" 
A fine display of revolutionary energy 
on College Avenue. 
"Yeah? You and who else?" 
Policeman breaks into a rousing 
chorus of the "Star Spangled Ban-
ner" as he collars a "ringleader" 
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More 
Years 
Ol ThiS, 
TOO 
"We asked them to move onto 
the~walk," Sadler said. 
"Eepkay ackbay!" says this offi-
cer in his. native tongue. 
"Me 'n' them:" 
Police gain a short but hollow victory. The people 
later demanded, and won, the release of all prisoners. 
6~ Po~o lar De-mavJ 1l 
MilTNER 
8i1!nf 1A~9!11ll/'fl d and 
" 
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crossword 
PUZZle I 
ACROSS 
1. What a hot policemen smells 
like. 
5. The Marquis de Sade was one 
13. person who might be legal-
ly executed for dealing 
15. A quality Fat Freddy does 
not have 
16. One-time Normal coffee 
house 
17. One article of clothing 
19. A facial reply to a sexist 
comment 
20. Object of imperialist 
greed 
21. What was formed Jan. 20a 
Normal Liberation Army 
(abbv.) 
22. 
23. 
25. 
26. 
28. 
a poor sucker in uniform 
How you don't feel about 
going to a class with 240 
students in it 
How you do feel about go-
ing to a class with 240 
students in it. 
People who go to the Red 
Lion every night. 
What the little men in the 
white suits would use to 
catch a freaked-out hippie 
(two words) 
29. Expression of approval• 
Puckin' _l 
fVlY GOD., 
WHAT-AM-
I-THINkiNG--
ABOUT? 
. 
30. What you need to grow weed 
in your back yard 
31. Second initial of a far-
out black dude who has a 
bunch of initials 
32. What the Post-Amerikan 
claims it doesn't have. 
(see page two) 
33. What you may say when 
there's a really bad clue 
in this crossword puzzle 
(like this one) 
35. Unique female equipment 
38. How Z~P Comix spells "and" 
39. A mental quality, spelled 
the way a person with this 
mental quality would spell 
it 
41. If eating is an oral re-
quirement, shitting is an 
-------- (2 words) 
44. First name of soft rock 
singer 
46. middle initial of black 
hero 
47. If you're really wrecked, 
you may walk as slowly as 
this animal 
49. What Berlo should do. 
51. If you got so stoned you 
were flying and kept smok-
ing, in another hour you 
would have ------. 
52. Smash the -----. 
53. One who is born to lose 
54. Popular magazine for those 
who realize they were born 
to lose 
DOWN 
1. More than one policeman 
2. Only one of the many deli-
cious foods procured by 
People's Food 
3. A 16th century political 
prisoner 
4. Useful weapon against male 
attackers 
5. ·How you'd hies in Police 
Latin 
6. Right --l 
7. Better hope you're on Pass/ 
Fail when you get this mark 
8. Weird occult book and moviea 
the -----. 
9. The dorm can rip yqu off 
for·your deposit by saying 
you did this to your desk 
10. Instrument for the univer-
sal freeze job in eat's 
Cradle (hyphenatedr----
11. What Thieu did to the 
peace treaty 
12. What they call grass on 
Dragnet when they're try-
ing to be hip. 
14. What a bunch of General 
Education classes are -usu-
ally the epitome of 
17. Where we would say "super 
bummed out," a French hip-
pie might say "---- bummed 
out." 
18. First name of the author 
of a great anti-war novel 
20. A conversation about those 
ugly little men you see 
when you're tripping. 
(two words) 
s 
0 
L 
u 
T 
J 
0 
N 
0 
N 
P. 
23 
16 
24. An organization in which 
none of the members will 
come to the meetings cause 
they don't believe in ita 
Anarchists Anonymous (abbv) 
26. Just who you'd expe_ct ISU 
to book for Homecoming 
27. Group advocating birth 
controla Uriion for Organ-
ized Ovaries (abbv.) 
28. A good place to blow up 
before the revolution 
32. What Nixon is planning to 
do to all the media, but 
could never do to the Post 
34. Who doesn't care about 
ISU's textbook shortage 
because he's leaving any-
way. (see issue #13) 
36. How to say "a" before a 
word beginning with a 
vowel 
37. Policemen's organizationa 
Ignorant Lawmen (abbv.) 
40. Multi-tannic-dyazine-acida 
if it existed, you could 
probably get off on it 
(abbv.) 
42. You need at least one to 
appreciate the Moody Blues 
43. A U.S.-backed puppet in 
South Vietnam 
45. One-point peace plana 
--- nowl 
48. What you might call that 
pill you took if you were 
really tripped-out· 
50. First letter of 44 across 
51. Spanish hippie's way of 
showing agreement 
53. One thousand dollars 
~EELIN' GOOP 
Ll88Y? 
"a ''7 
."; ..... 
JEE2.£:. SOME T1 
IT AIN'T 
WORTI-I IT/ 
. 
LETTERS 
Hey Post, 
I hate to write a bummer letter, but as you 
an Nixon both know, good news is no news. 
What? Anyway, I didn't like the review of Clos 
Closely Watched Trains in the last issue. It 
seemed to me that the entire opinion of the 
film was based on the perception that the film 
was not as sexist as most of the commercial 
films that one sees in Amerika. This, I feel, 
was an inadequate critique of the work as an a 
art piece as well as a social event. First of 
all, the analogy is like conparing a painting 
to a mud puddle and admitting that you like the 
painting better. Secondly, no mention of the 
acting, which I thought superb, was made (nor 
of the directing, pho·tography, or anything 
else). Thirdly, no mention was made of the 
audience's reaction to the film or of other 
films to be shown in the future by the Film 
Society, which at the time included Citizen 
Kane and The Maltese Falcon. In other words, 
r-drdn•t Tire the revrew;lnot becouse it was a 
badrap, but because the rap was bad. 
fogo 
Post-Amerikan• 
In regard to the letter from "The 
People" in your last issue, I'd like.to 
make a rebuttal regarding the so•called 
freak gang-up at the Red Lion. 
I was there on the night of the 
alleged incident and saw the whole thing. 
If this so-called freak cateforizes 
people by personal appearance, he should 
have looked closer at the "bouncers." 
He would have seen that they had longer 
hair and beards than he, s~ if indeed he 
had been unrelentlessly bounced upon by 
them, he got himself thrown out by his 
own fellow freaks. 
He, himself, started the fight by 
slugging the other guy over the head with 
a beer mug. An act like that is done to 
intentionally and seriously injure the 
other party. (He should take a loot at 
who he is calling bloodthirsty. He was 
the one who drew all the blood.) 
If this guy calls himself a freak, 
why doesn't he practice some of the con-
notations that go along with the word 
"freak"~-like peace and brotherly love. 
--The Other People 
Post1 
I think John Q. Public is the closest 
thing to an asshole the Post has. Simply, 
the man is off his bird.--r! use the male 
noun, since the pseudonym is male.) Point 
of total disagreement with me is the Peter 
Lackey article. one of the most unpleasant 
pieces your paper has ever chosen to print. 
{It's even shittier, to my mind, than the 
Coxes' bullshit.) 
Narcs are people, too, even if their 
job is cruel and vicious. So are smack 
dealers. I don't know which is worse. I 
question the ethical validity of writing 
an article that recommends (so implicitly 
as to be explicit) the slitting of narcs' 
throats. 
Too often narcs are just as big a 
victim as the folks they rat on. Some-
times they do it out of pressure and fear. 
Just because a person has less courage 
than may be needed doesn't justify 
"Public's" response. Perhaps the man in 
question was a pig. ~erhaps not. 
It's too much like the Calley thing, 
however, for me to feel comfortable with 
the sentiments. No matter how hideous the 
shit the individual man may have pulled 
was nothing compared to what the higher 
ups do--the same higher ups who made a 
need for narcs. · 
In short, there's bigger, more de-
serving folks to be dealt with. ~ot 
with throat slitting. Just dethroning. 
c. Merton' 
ooen letter from the 
Dear Joe, 
Thanks immensely for your much awaited 
letter. Also thanks that it was a bit longer 
than usual. Am very glad, I rejoice with you 
for Jim Wolf. 
Since a couple of days ago, Martial Law has 
been declared in the whole Philippines. More 
accurately, F. Marcos has made a coup d'etat 
against himself. The rules and regulations 
annom1ced are very rigid. All mass media shut 
down, all transports commandeered, arrests left 
and right. (I personally got away safe last 
night.) Little violations of martial regu}ation 
pWlishable by death. A civil was ·has now·virtu-
ally started. if by some chance this ietter 
could still reach you - - this may or may not 
be the last depending on the conduct of the 
struggle. More than ever, I am starting to 
feel now the qualitative difference between 
going WldergroWld and working in the legal 
front. For me, only the former is possible 
now. For one, I will be totally separated 
physically from loved ones now f~r their own 
security. 
Don't send cheques anymore directly to·me. 
If ·there are any contributions, send them to 
Woodside in such a way· that they can cash it 
there. They will take care of sending it safe 
PHILIPPINES 
to us through some way. We will need all the 
help we can get. The u. S. government has 
shown itself very efficient in aiding Marcos, 
but 1 am sure that this extremely oppressive 
order will not last. To the repressive regime-
it is the last gasp-- to us, however, it is 
really the quaking of new life. The New York 
people may go aroWld propagandizing. Please 
call them. 
It pains me to see so many of my coarades 
in jail--destined to death--they whose services 
are more valuable than mine to the cause. The 
task ahead seems so gigantic - tonight I have to 
renew my act of faith - to quote an old reli-
gious jargon -- I Wlderstand World Concil of 
Churches and similar agencies professionally 
help liberation movements in the Third World. 
If you could confer with my New York friends 
for you to move together, perhaps, to get those 
agencies for us. 
This will be it for now - see you - in this 
world, or somewhere else - but see you. I know 
that dead or alive - we shall overcome - my 
love to all our comrades - .please take care. 
The good book says "for eveeything, ~..nere. is a 
season" - it's some rough season we are going 
thr~u_gh here; and if I may refer to your Anglo-
American verse -- "if winter comes, can spring 
be far behind?" -- at the height of Good Friday, 
is the beginning of Easter SWlday. 
cp 
Atll\1\. 
&weaving 
supplies· beads · cord 
bucldzs & 
handbb.Nn glass 
ceramics· jew1zlry · e1c. 
OPENING .SCDN 
·101 BR04[)l1111Y M~LL 
NORMM. 
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CheRed Flag 
This is our final Red FLag column for the Post-
AIIIIItzoi.Can. 
In practice, the Post is white supremacist and 
male supremacist. It is non-revolutionary (if not 
counter-revolutionary) and anti-communist. Except 
under extreme pressure from a minority on its 
staff it has refused to publish news of the lib-
eration struggles of women, non-whites, and poor 
people. 
Its only consistent principle is that of indi-
vidual self-expression, which is the generative 
principle of bourgeois culture. 
In Amerikan culture there is no such thing as 
merely being ''non-racist"; institutions are either 
actively and agsressively anti-racist or they are 
in practice positively racist. The Post is a ra-
cist institution. 
Hence to continue to publish The Red Flag is 
to mock the verse printed at the head of each 
column: ''We will not change its color now." 
!i.Pm ~ Wi'"'"""alm Jilin I ~ r.
n !!.I.Wt m 2Wil m w.sm I.Q!. 
--James Connell, 1889 
SOME POST PEOPLE REPLY: 
This reply to the "red flag" speaks for the ten 
or so people who are doing almost all the work 
on this issue. 
If being racist, male supremacist, and anti-
communist means that we refused to allow the 
Post-Amerikan to be totally dominated by the 
Cox's personal interpretation of Marxist prin-
ciples, then, yes, we plead guilty. And if 
refusal to print news means that we have printed 
each and every article submitted (which we have), 
then, yes, we plead guilty to that, too. 
And in reply to the Coxes, we would like the 
words of e. e. cummings to speak for us: 
"There is some shit I will not eat; 
I will not kiss your fucking flag." 
·~ 2$ ~ q, OFF.~' 
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FREI PACJ{ OF PAPBRS TO EVERYONE ! 
ttl E.BEAUFOllTOAI~A~.i.:~~-~y 
DiCk Tracy VS. IBM 
Sometimes I think this university is out to get 
me. The rest of the time I know it is. Take 
this, for instance, $292.50 per semester for the 
privilege of battling a computer. If you win, 
it, gets the $292.50 and you get. the classes you 
want. If you lose, it gets the $292 .. 50 and the 
classes you want. Unfortunately, computers are 
programmed to win. 
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It all started when I was a little boy and my 
parents "Stood over me, proudly saying "Out son 
is going to college." I threw my rattle at them. 
So for eighteen years I did battle with the 
mechanized age. I was the envy of my block for 
being the first kid to drop bubble gum in my 
grade school's computer file. IBM cards fled 
from the lead of my big purple pencil. I was 
the King of the Xerox fighters and on top of 
the world. 
I know now that what I had long feared had be-
come a reality. College was bound to be a bat-
tle ••• a test to the death between me and the 
program spitters. I could figure that I was in 
for it when I was assigned seat M-16 in Psych. 
The desperation attack was launched on Dec. 7. 
December 7, 1972 ••• a day that will live in in-
famy. Generations will long remember the das-
tardly attack upon the people of Illinois State 
by ~he war sheets of the Computer Empire. This 
day, Dec; 7, 1972, will never be forgotten by 
the hundreds of freshmen who ended up majoring 
in Priciples of Kazoo Blowing I because of com-
puter cancellation. The Second Semester will 
never again be the same. Of course, neither 
will we. 
"Well?" I asked the brown-haired girl next to 
my seat in the m~in hallway of Moulton. She 
looked at me with red eyes of rage for inter-
rupting her intent searching for a course to 
fill her open Tues-Thurs 9:35 to 2:50 pm time 
slot. "Well what?" 
'Have you found a class?" 
"Who's looking for a class? I'm in search of 
the stub of a pencil I lost somewhere in the 
catalog." 
"What happened to it?" I asked, eyeing my own 
half inch lead stick covered with tooth marks, 
":J;.t was standing up pretty well against the on-
slaught of scholarship renewal papers, parental 
confidential statements and op-scan sheets," she 
explained. 
"Heroic," I agreed. 
"Not only that, but it fought back several at-
tacks by address change fill-outs, course ex-
change and drop out slips, and eight course sche-
dules." She began to cry and tears welled in 
her baby blue eyes. 
"It broke in half at the pencil sharpener so I 
threw away the eraser," she sobbed. "Then I 
dropped it on my dorm assistant's Christmas 
cookies and broke the tip." 
I held her close in comfort. "And it still hel'd 
up?" 
"Yes," she cried, "until now. Even through the 
Physics 100 multiple choice quiz, the Atkin fifth 
floor pencil fencing contest, the desks in 
Schroeder lll, my political science lecture, four 
job interviews, three french hens, two bad checks, 
and one ISU admission form." 
"There's your mistake ••• " I began, referring of 
course to the admission form. 
"What?" came a voice from behind. "Your BILLING 
address?" the elderly patriarch inqui'r·,.-' "Step 
this way. Why didn't you say tl-~ · .£ pencil 
wasn't working?" 
The girl got up and walked out of my life forever, 
leaving me alone with 1 (one) catalog, one tear-
ful shoulder, a course form and no classes. 
Sighing from the knowledge of "This is the way 
life is", I welcomed the world to the IBM age 
and bent my computerized op-scan pink colored 
(blue is outdated) fill out color in rectangle 
paper ever so slightly. 
"I'm afraid you' 11 have to fill out another 
form," cooed my conscience. 
Behind me stood the godlike advisor, who directea 
my feet toward another office and another line. 
--DT 
COMMUNITY FOR SOCIAL ACTION 
boycott A.& p 
The nationwide boycott of head lettuce continues 
as the United Farm Workers confront an alliance 
of the Nixon Administr.ation, Farm Bureau, and 
Teamster Union. UFW begins national boycott 
of A & P grocery chain. 
Teamsters Union President Frank Fitzsimmons 
appeared last month before American Farm Bur-
eau Federation at the suggestion of Laurence 
Sibelman, Nixon's undersecretary of Labor. 
He called for an alliance with the right-wing 
agribusiness organization, "an accomodation 
which will work for the benefit of your or-
ganization and for mine, but more importantlY. 
••• for the good of the total community." 
(L.A. Times, 12/15/72). He did denounce the 
Farm Bureau for a generally bad "track record" 
on everything from labor laws to national 
health insurance and called on lettuce grow-
ers to make "some drastic changes in attitudes 
which were developed in the 19th century and 
have survived modern economic approaches." 
Why, then, does he want an alliance? In 
addition to common links with Nixon, he shares 
with FB a racist hatred of the farmworkers' 
union, which has membership and leadership 
dominated by people from oppressed minority 
groups. 
The Teamsters President denounced the UFW 
as a "revoluntionary movement perpetrating a 
fraud on the American 'public." The "fraud" 
consists of the UFW labeling as sweetheart con-
tracts the agreements signed 2 years ago by 
lettuce growers and the Teamsters without the 
knowledge or approval of the farm workers 
covered by the contracts. The UFW is lead-
ing a boycott of lettuce produced under this 
cozy agreement. The movement is "revolu-
tionary" because workers run the union. 
On December 29, the California Supreme Court 
ruled 6 to 1 in favor of the UFW in this dis-
pute. Lower courts had prohibited the UFW 
from striking, picketing, or demonstrating 
against growers with Teamsters contracts, 
even tho the judges acknowledged that the 
Teamsters don't represent the farm workers. 
The Supreme Court, in throwing out the 
earlier injunctions, held that "from a prac-
tical point of view an employer's grant of 
exclusive bargaining status to a nonrepresen-
tative union must be considered the ultimate 
form of favortism, completely substituting the 
employer's choice of unions for his employees' 
desires." 
Last month the UFW decided to move from the 
general lettuce boycott educational campaign 
to a national secondary boycott of two food 
store chains. --Safeway in the West, and 
A&P in the East and Midwest. (A secondary 
boycott involves all products carried by the 
stores, not just scab lettuce.) A&P is to be 
boycotteq until it agrees to carry only UFW 
lettuce or no lettuce at all. It is the 
largest food stOre chain in the country, with 
over 2000 stores. Its sales from Feb. '71 to 
Feb. '72_were $5.509 billion. To join in the 
local effort to support the farmworkers, 
please do these things: 1) boycott A&P, 
2) tell your family and friends about the 
boycott, 3) call 828-9148 for boycott materials 
(information, buttons, etc.) and so you can 
join with other boycotters in letting the 
local A&P management know how you stand, 4) 
write A&P's divisional president, R.J. Murray 
2622 N. Pulaski Road, Chicago, 60639, stating 
your support of the boycott, and send us a 
carbon copy at 1405 Blackstone, Bloomington. 
These individual efforts, when mliltiplied 
nationally, have a terrific impact; they have 
enabled the farmworkers to win contracts 
with grape growers and others. 
MIAPHCO 
Flak generated by our complaint against the 
Mid-Illinois ~eawide Health Planing Cor-
poration for keeping people out of member-
ship and off the board of dierectors, and 
using very illegitimate procedures resulted 
in an official with the State Comprehensive 
Health Planning Agency holding a meeting with 
both sides. The State is quite concerned 
with the inability of MIAHPCo to function 
properly and is seeking improvement. This 
first meeting did little but establish the 
main agenda for future meetings. 
At the last Board of Directors meeting of 
MIAHPCo (Jan. 18), all pending membership 
applications were finally approved, ending a 
ten-month freeze on new members. If you want 
to join MIAHPC6 and have a voice in ~lanning 
health care in McLean County, write ~IAHYC0 
at 401 W. Virginia Ave., Normal. 
MIAHPCo's president, Robert Killough, M.D., 
also announced at the Jan. 18 board meeting 
that he has appointed a committee to seek 
a full-time "executive director" for MIAHPCo. 
He has appointed as co-chairmen: William 
Dunn, Mennonite Hospital Administrator, and 
Kenneth Huber, Brokaw Hospital Administrator. 
The rest of the committee is Donovan Gardner, 
administrator of Evenglow Lodge, a private nur-
sing home in Pontiac, and Robert Chapman, 
M.D., Bloomington psychiatrist, who does not 
have time to give testimony to the courts in 
Bloomington but manages to get on every 
crucial MIAHPCo committee. No consumers 
are included on this search committee. 
After all the hassles on this principles, and 
the repeated urgings of State officials for 
those concerned to act."in good faith," 
Killough's exclusion of consumer input on this 
committee appears deliberate and arrogant in 
the extreme. It would seem that having 
played God for so long, these men apparently 
feel they are above being accountable to 
anyone--from HEW to the poor victim in the 
hospital bed. 
aid to Indochina 
Illinois Wesleyan students have raised 
over $250 for medical aid to war victims in 
North Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia, apd the 
rebuilding of the Bach Mai Hospital in 
Hanoi which American bombs destroyed. 
Others may want to add their contributions 
by sending checks to "Medical Aid to In-
dochina," Student Senate, Illinois Wesleyan 
University, Bloomington. For those who have 
refused to pay the Federal excise tax (Viet-
nam Wartax) on their phone bills, this may 
be an attractive alternative use of the 
funds. MAI, based in Cambridge, Mass., re-
ceives donations, purchases medical supplies 
and sends them to Indochina via the Red 
Cross societies of those nations. There 
will be more information on MAI in the 
Post Amerikan in the near future. 
S IS 11\/D/VlW~L 
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In the . 6allery of ShopS 
BUD&El BE&INS OFFENSIVE 21 
Budget Tapes and Records, which re-
cently opened a store in Normal, is a. 
nation-wide chain with at least sixty 
stores, All the chain's outlets are mak-
ing money, except onea the store in 
Normal. 
That store must stick out like a 
sore thumb, for it received a lot of 
attention at Budget's national office 
in Houston. 
And the national office is determined to 
do something. 
Houston attributed the money loss 
to competition• insolent local record 
stores selling at unreasonably low 
prices. 
Student Stores, a block closer to the 
campus than Budget, sells $5.98 records 
for $3.57. Minstrel, on the other side 
of campus, sells them for $3.69. Budget 
has been trying at $3.99. 
So on January 26, Budget's regional 
manager visited the Student Stores mana-
ger, He explained that Budget had no-
thing personal against Student Stores, 
but Budget had to make a profit, And 
Student Stores had to get out of the 
record business, 
Budget will soon be selling $5.98 
records at-costa $3.19. The Normal 
store, until now operating under a fran-
chise, will be run by the national of-
fice, 
Budget will lose a lot of money 
selling records, The store has rent 
and labor to pay. (The manager makes 
$500 a month.) _l~ut Budget has a large 
9--8pm--Union Annexa NFOTM, 
· "Cousin Emmy" 
--8al5--CE12la Guest Rec.~-Jorg1 
Bolet 
10--midnight--Normal Theatrea 
ill 
9-l0--5a30,8,10a30--Capena 
Summer of '42 
ll--8al5--CE12la Guest Art.--
Ruggiero Riccia Han piano 
international operation (they're open-
ing stores in London) to absorb the 
losses, 
The idea is thisa if Budget can 
absorb losses longer than its compe- . 
tition (and the competition has ho large 
pool of capital to lose), ~hen it soon 
will have no competition at all, 
Then the prices go back to $3.99. 
And Budget will have a monopoly on the 
campus record trade. "Business is Bus-
iness," says the manager of the local 
Budget store, · 
And capitalism is capitalism, no 
matter how "hip," Budget's president 
reportedly has hair halfway down to his 
ass and hires lots of hippies, So what? 
Lots of narcs have long hair. John D. 
Rockefeller could have looked like Jesus 
Christ, but he still forced consumers 
to pay 25% more for oil to light their 
homes, And Rockefeller's infamy in 
American heritage does not come from 
his short hair--it's because Rockefeller 
invented the very technique Budget is 
now attempting to use against Student 
Stores, Minstrel, Discount Den, and, 
ultimately, all record purchasers, 
--I. T, 
.16&1?--7&10a30-- Capena The Good, 
The Bad, and The Ugly 
16--8a30 Vrooman & llpm Feeneya 
ARH Movie, Airport 
--8pm--Ballrooma Dance--
Jake Jones 
17--8a30 Watterson & llpm Linkinsa 
ARH Mo~ie, Airport 
--midnight--Normal Theatrea 
Alice's Restaurant 
Feb, 2&3--midnight--Normal Theatre• 
Boys in the Band 12--3pm--EGH 219• Black Fine Arts 
Lecture--George Taylor, Lucille 
18--8pm--Haydena Film Society--
Son of the Shiek & 
Chaplin shorts 
4--Spm--Haydena Film Society--
Juliet of the Spirits 
5-19--all day--Union 310a 
Stud. Gov't Book Exchange 
6--student Recital--Tom Biggins, 
piano--8al5--CE121 
7--Fac. Chamber Music--8al5--
CE121 
--8al5--Haydena Lyric Chamber· 
Players of Lower Beaufort St, 
8--8al5--CE121~-Guest Recital--
Angela Amici, vocalist 
§ID11h 
--8pm--Union 310a Univ. Forum--
Ambas. Yitzok Rabin of Isreal 
13--3pm--EGH 219• Bl. Fine Arts--
Dr. Chas, Sherman, Dr. Chas. 
Morris 
--8pm--Ballrooma Psfcho-drama by 
Marathon House Boston drug 
rehab center) 
--8al5--CE12la Lyric Chamber 
Players of Lower Beaufort St, 
15--8al5--CE12la Trio de Camera--
Han, Kim, Henkel 
'WE FEATURE: WE AIN'T NO 
CHESS SETS 
NOVELTIES 
GIFTS 
BIG STORE BUT 
WE ARE FAIR 
STOP IN AND SEE! 
REB 49 
DICEt3~ 
19--8al5--CE12la Guest Recital--
Ralph Kirschbaum, cello · 
22--8pm--Westhoffa Univ. Theatre--
The Birthday Party" ' 
--8pm--1857 rooma Univ. Forum--
Rashed Husseina poet, author 
of Palestine 
--8al5--CE12la Student Honors 
Recital 
23--Spm--Ballrooma Dance--
!!:!!£, 50's rock 
Every 
way 
Normal 
CULTURE 
0 
u 
N 
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Pork Rinds and Smo.ked Sausages 
Ignorant men 
too blinded to see 
who made them that way 
why can't they be free 
They carry out orders 
from those high above 
uamasking the iron fist 
behind a kid glove ~-
Controlling the people 
with the threat of a gun 
you can stay here and face it 
or else turn and run --
When we join together 
our own strength they can 
We all have the power 
to set ourselves free 
between all the rules 
lou own all the stations 
the future is here c 
controlling the mind 
_and playing on fear 
in wars of bloddy conquest 
and capital gain 
millions are slaughtered 
see 
R ·but its you we must blame 
your greed seems so-senseless 
I don't understand 
. why have you no compassion 
·for your fellow man? 
~ u~u j I 
HE'( ,I-\ERt'\t:S1 1.-E.r .S 
FV.t~! 
You've Got to be Putting Me On· 
"you could be such a nice looking young man 
if you would only cut your hair some 
and shave off that dreadful beard" she said 
through 12 pounds of make-up 
and extra foo~ of eye-lash 
a padded bra and "double-sure" 24 hour 
protection 
and you know, she really has a lot of 
nerve 
to ask me what I meant when I said 
"Ya -- I'm hip." 
NoT UtVIIt.. 'fO\.\ AOthl ii-IAT 
111"1 VOUR eqUAL.1 AN0 MA'(I)IO 
E\lE~ you~'., S•\('€Rl0 .... ,. 
'(ou OONT MEAIJ lT, '(ou'R( 
\IIOT' IOO% (OMMI'TTEO T~ C.oMt>~EfE 
MAL.f: EGl.U.AI.lT"(, W<;'(\..E Ht.IMAI\1 
5E lNC,S, TOO, '('I<Now, 
.Loves Request [1 Vl 
J'Why don't you make love to me J> 
like a man" she said 
and she just couldn't understand \ 
saying things all the time • 
like II rou' re 'just too 'gentle . . My llENIS IS Tl-\t:. 01\\t..'{ 
you dont m!lke me_feel like a woman"sotoll.t.. L..E.uE~ 1•vt: c,or1 ooT. 
, a.l}d me, trf1ng to hold back the teai·s 
what's stranger yet, is that 
,.,01..1 AW lt.>OI\lll>l.\1. .. LE>~EL, 
OF (OV.R.!.c, 
Youl1. wosE 1s BENOI\Jc, 
OUT c.= SHAPE.. 
I saw her coming 
when she was a mile away 
an~ in~tead of moving around it 
I met her halfway [}J 
and it really can be a drag 
to be cut wide open 
=d caught with y- p=ts down. Iii ~ 
1 
~ 
Wtll be 
Water 
Fuck Pigs 
All of you fat-cats 
in black limosines 
I know how you got there 
your works I have se~n 
You keep people hungry 
and win their health 
selling them cancer 
and.hoarding the wealth 
Behind corporate structures 
so smug -- so secure 
making decisions 
which we must not endure 
With thought-brain police 
inside of your schools 
you crush little children 
h .. 1"w••n <111 1"h• ...,,1,.<: 
O,l(, 00..,.·.,- f'l~ Oot.ltH'-" 
Fo(l.. H~. l'i"\ (R'-St-llt)C1 0\I~R. 
AT KENS ~LI\Ct.. 
( l,..r,_ f!._€.,AOF-'4l.'> I"'A't l<)lli\E. l ~ lHliR, 
OW>.> 't.Afno ... S F"" 1'-IT,...Ejl, l>lloofV.<IEtt 
OA. \..l'c~V'E. A C,L-001-\~ SILI!t.X~·) 
Butt 
._, 
ITS ~ \ASE IWOIOIIVCi ·~E. 
l~SuE., po~oT>-~'(, IM !JoT 
Ful it. I ~C, '(Ol.l V.NTII ... WE. 80TI'\ 
'-'"'0€..f!.Sno.t.IO 11-IAT WE- I'~E. 
SoC•IIt.-1...'( EQOI\1... • 
-- -_-,~ 
~ 22 
·-~ 
--'-------
Q 
u~ ii 
I 
O.(, '(ou'R.E H'( f:QVAL, 
MAYBE E\IEfl) SIJf'EiliO~. 
~w t..E.TS FLlCI<. 
daze of eeyore, joys lost to elvin time-space 
wundering it. Could it bee that hive-live klut-
tered, bettered? or may-bee. To bee root, rot. 
camel-fart trapped in stillsuit like smog over 
necropolice. Please pleeze the polees. Policy. 
Do police really enfore policy? Can them? tin 
qwikslivers of web powered, powdered howdy an a 
brawny brawl of souix-it. 
Ah, saturn-rings across moon sky rigging 
ride om monolith. How can the seeing guide them-
selves, for they know not where they want or who. 
I wuz spikking with a kelt's killt t'uther day 
running the ever-prescient what? at his daughter, 
a comely lass not forteen of agea, and never 
could evening get no=thing outa here but beauty, 
beauty, beau-tie. Thats the trubble with theze 
Knewer models, awl the emfacesis on form and 
substance without a chit fur shadows nor the 
maybe nots. Wanna seeze REALITY's iF their wear 
sutchathing. Wearin' reality thin, they are, 
warp the is t'ubscure the ~ain't. No art 
for the momentous, justin Dylan steal frum Thomas 
stole fromm Joyce stool from everbuddy. Dammit a 
writer is a· thief of thoughts, an embedder in 
plastick of the living. lotsa morals hear. Art 
to be for the mementoes. freeze sum thyme some 
time so's you kin thaw it out laiter ladder, 
laddy;- .•. Daddy. 0. Alan Lummox an Homer the 
Hummer az the murtherers of Muther ledgened, ain't 
twee all. all ambitious mens? They're's abase to 
.our tongue, y'no, if'n ya wants to commune icate 
•sall bin sed befurr. Can's one. So's reality. 
all bassed an change or maybe time=space. EVER 
chace down them circular definitions to all to 
all to all to time,space. ever? won? Ah, well 
drilled. BE can could change to this_ that other~ 
FOTM 
You don't have to pay a lot of money to hear 
good music. New Friends of Old Time Music, an 
ISU organization, funded by student activity 
fees, has been_putting on good shows, open to 
the public and free of charge for two and a 
half years. 
Most Friday nights, except during 
ISU vacations and summers, New Friends is held 
at the Union Annex, which is the quonset hut 
across from Metcalf School in University Street, 
on the ISU campus. 
The purpose of establishing New Friends of 
01~ Time Music was to bring good music to this 
area. Mike Metcalf decided to do just that 
after freaking-out at the Philadelphi.a Folk 
Festival in 1970. As an ISU student, Mike and 
his cohorts hasseled the school administration 
and went through the usual red tape and were 
sucessful. 
We've had all kinds of music over the past 
two and a half years. Traditional American and 
European folk music, as well as the raunchiest 
of blues, funky, bluegrass, and contemporary 
music have been sampled. The emphasis is on 
trad.i tiona! music; you're not likely to catch 
any hard rock at NFOTif. 
Notables 
Some of the notable who have performed at 
New Friends of Old Time Music are David Bromberg, 
John Prine, and U. Utah Phillips (check your· 
collection of Rolling Stone Magazine). Owen 
McBride and Norman Kennedy, nati~e Irish and 
Scot singers are due on March 16, 1973. Norman 
Kennedy, with flaming red hair, down to his waist, 
is a professional weaver, who;grows his own flax 
in Virginia. His performances are in the oldest 
tradition of unaccompanied singing (a style 
long dead in America, and disappearing rapidly 
in the British Isles). Owen McBride, formerly 
_qf the New Lost City Ramblers, will be at NFOTM 
·_on Mar. 23. An extremely versatile musician, 
he has a new fast-sell~g, critically acclaimed 
album, Music from the True Vine, on Mercury. 
These are onlr-a-coupleof ~many far-out 
shows we'll be having this semester. 
This year New Friends is run by a comittee 
of people, (Mark Chaddon, Ira Cohen, Judy 
Comfort, Cathy Cox, Greg Koos, and Charlie Rice) 
who variously book performers, do the paperwork 
tape the shows, offer criticism and advice, 
ReitAn! 
NormaJ endorses freak life-style• 
"Grow a beardl":--from the Hydro the' Hippo 
water conservat1on nost~r. 
organize publicity, negotiate with and hassle 
with the administration. There are really a 
lot of other people who help keep the whole 
thing tpgether by lending their spiritual 
support. Anyone is welcome to help out with 
the necessary work that has to be done every we 
week in order for the show to come off. Sugges-
tions are welcome. 
Booking people 
NFOTM, in booking its performers, tries to 
avoid managers and instead negotiates with the 
performers. All professionals, the performers 
themselves are as varied as the music they play. 
Most are willing to help out New Friends and 
give us a break, though. 
The regular Entertainmen.t Bored at ISU is 
in direct contrast to NFOTif. Not only do stu-
dents have to stand in line for hours to get 
tickets, but oft times they have to pay for the 
them. Unfortunately, some people are stupid 
enough to think that music isn't any good 
unless they have to pay for it. The "entertain-
ment" is usually a rip-off anyway and we all 
kno~.how the acoustics are in Horton fieldhouse 
It really doesn't cost $20,000 to put on a 
good show and NFOTM is living proof of that. 
The atmosphere at the Annex is quasi-
coffehouse, what with the drinks and eats com-
ing from the vending machines. There are tables 
and chairs and plenty of floor space if you've 
got a mind to lie down. The show starts promptly 
at 8:00 - or thereabouts. The crowds aren't 
that huge and that's a *lus. Most of the people 
wno-come want to hear t e music and perhaps do 
a bit of singing. Those not interested can 
sneak out the back door. By the second set, 
things have usually settled down and a lot of 
people have a good time. 
Hopefully, NFOTM shows will encourage people 
to make their own music, at the show and at home. 
Every now and then, regular audience members 
have an opportunity to get it on up on the stage. 
Recently, a performer had transportation problems 
and was two hours late. In the meantime, a. 
bunch of people got together and made music. 
The rest of a good-sized audience sang and 
clapped along and really enjoyed themselves. 
So for something different and fun, if you 
really like and care about music, come on out 
to ISU (get high first if you like) and get in 
on next Friday's show. You're bound to learn 
something about music, yourself and other folks 
and have fun doing it. If you'd like to hear 
some tapes of New Friends shows, Tim Barwald 
has a radio show on WGLT (91.7 FM) on Tuesdays 
from 11:00 ~ 1:00 at night, where he broadcasts 
these tapes. 
MARTIAN SPACE PARTY 
(Written by the Firesigp Theatre) 
Unfortunately THE'MARTIAN SPACE PARTY 
doesn't take place on Mars or any other place 
as interesting. It's an in-concert perforaance 
of the Firesign Theatre,.originally filmed for 
public television without much control by the 
Theatre except in editing. Consequently, the 
sets and visuals of the film neither complement 
or add to the material. 
The material ain't that good either. 
Miles above any other comic material being per-
formed today. Miles below what the Theatre has 
done before. Some of it's on the Theatre's 
last album, which didn't hang together all that 
well either. The best sequences of the record 
(the Shakespeare play and the ads) aren't in 
the film. 
The film is entertaining, but not as 111.1ch 
as it should be. Firesign Theatre made their 
reputation with a series of increasingly complex 
radio dramas that,were encased on discs. Flash-
backs, flashforwards, and sideways were coaaon 
.features of the Theatre--as each album pro-
gressed fUrther into a·consistent and manic 
fUture. 
With the BOZOS album, the hero returns 
to the present. Where was the Theatre to go fl'CIIl 
there? . 
Nowhere and everywhere it seeas. Trap-
ped in a radio prison. That wafts back to the 
Rennaisance and into the 1972 elections and scM-· 
where into outerspace. Both film and record 
indicate a directionless crisis that explains 
the group's recent "break-up." 
Each member of the troup has indicated 
plans for specific future projects, one of which 
is a fUll length film. With direction and 
effort and money, they could be \iving a fila 
audience womething they've never seen before. 
I hope they finally really try it. 
lS73 
LA-ROMA PIZZA 
The Finest Genuine Italian Pizza 
• 
10" 12" 14" 16" 
Cheese 1.40 1.80 2.45 2.90 
Sausage 1.60 2.10 2.75 3.10 
~ Mushroom 1.60 2.10 2.75 3.10 ~ 
Hamburger 1.60 2.10 2.75 3.10 
Anchovy 1.60 2.10 2.7~ 3.10 
( 
Onion 1.60 2.10 2.75 3.10 
LA ROMA PIZZA Green Pepper 1.60 2.10 2.75 3.10 
~ Pepperoni 1.60 2.10 2.75 3.10 
Ham 
II One Quart of Pepsi 1.60 2.10 2.75 3.10 
With Any Size Pizza Bacon 1.60 2.10 2.75 3.10 
Shrimp 1.60 2.10 2.75 3.10 
- SPECIAL 1.90 2.60 3.40 4.00 
Extra Toppings .25 .30 .40 .50 
FAST FREE DELIVERY 
,. .. 
F ru~-~ 0 i A PlzzAi R 
E 
. ' offers a 9 for I deal I 
Phone 452-9521 
E 
across the street from Watterson Towers 
305 Beaufort St., Normal, Illinois p 
I 
FOR EVERY PIZZA PURCHASED, 
YOU RECEIVE ONE COUPON. 
DO 
MENU 
Our Superb Cheese Pizza 
12-inch Regular Pizza ---···-·----------------- $1.90 
16-inch Super Pizza .. --------------------------- $2.75 
Additional Items 
Ham Olives Pepperoni 
Mushrooms Green Peppe:s Ground Beef 
Onions Bacon Fresh Sausage 
12-inch Pizza __________________________________ each 30c 
16-inch Super Pizza ·------------------------each SOc 
Our DeLuxe Pizza • Pepperoni, Mushrooms, 
Ham, Green Pepper, Onion 
12-inch Regular Pizza ____________________________ $3.10 
. 16-inch Super Pizza---------------------------- $4.75 
Soft drinks also available. 
OPEN Sun.-Thurs. 4 pm-1 am 
Frl.-sat. 4pm-2am 
I 
z 
z 
A 305 Beaufort 
WHEN YOU HAVE COLLECTED 
9 COUPONS YOU GET ONE 
FREE PIZZA!! 
Telephone 452-9521 I !! 
···-·-·-··--··--·-··-··--··-·----·-·---··) (THIS COUPoN No"T R£"DEEf.I\ABL£.) 
INO'S PIZZA 
507 W. Willow 
Normal, Illinois 
452-4488 HOURS: 
Sunday thru Thursday .. . 5:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. 
Friday and Saturday . . .. . 5:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.mr 
Free Delivery 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
Any one item Super Size 
Pizza-----$2.50 
Coupon valid Feb. 2-16, 1973 
NIIIIMI.--- ----
.Addre. Open Mon- Thurs 5 pm-1 A.M. 
Phone ------ Open Fri- Sun 12 pm: 2 am. 
FAST, FREE DELIVERY- Ph. 452-4488 
HAND MADE PIZZA 
FROM START TO FINI$H 
The Domino People are Pizza People, Period. 
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